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Abstract 

 Automobile mechanics are more likely to be injured at work compared to workers in some 

other trades. In the United States in 2011, 3.9 out of every 100 employees in the automotive repair 

industry suffered from some type of workplace injury or illness (Lopez-Arquillos, 2016). 

WorkSafe NB has recently announced the garage industry as their focus industry for the next 

couple of years in an effort to reduce reported injury claims. The purpose of this research was to 

investigate the biomechanical demand associated with tire changing of 16” tires while simulating 

jack and mechanical hoist options for raising the car. It was found that working at the height of the 

iliac crest may reduce exposure to increased deltoid activation and shoulder loading during 

loosening, lowering, and tightening tasks. Working at mid height reduced deltoid activation and 

shoulder flexion moment during all tasks excluding lifting. Shoulder moment, trunk moments, 

spine compression, and muscular activity of the forearm flexor, biceps brachii, anterior deltoid, 

and erector spinae were greatest during lowering and lifting tasks. Anterior deltoid activation and 

shoulder moment were significantly lower at the height of the iliac crest during loosening, 

lowering, and tightening tasks (p = 0.05). It was recommended that tire changing tasks be 

completed around the height of the iliac crest to reduce biomechanical loading of the shoulders, 

and cumulative loading of the spine. The study was the first to quantify physical demands 

associated with automobile tire changing. 
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Chapter 1: Introduction 

Costs associated with workplace injuries in New Brunswick are increasing 

(Canadian Broadcasting Company, 2017). Recently implemented appeal tribunal decisions 

require WorkSafe New Brunswick (NB) to increase benefits paid to workers injured on the 

job. In addition, there have been more injury claims in the province, with injured workers 

being paid compensation over longer time periods. WorkSafe NB has developed a strategy 

to identify focus industries in attempt to begin workplace injuries and injury claim costs.  

WorkSafe NB has recently announced the garage industry as their focus industry for the 

next couple of years in an effort to reduce reported injury claims. 

Automobile mechanics are more likely to be injured at work compared to workers 

in other trades such as mining and chemical production. In the United States in 2011, 3.9 

out of every 100 employees in the automotive repair industry suffered from some type of 

workplace injury or illness. This is greater than other high-risk occupations in industries 

such as mining and chemical production (2.3 and 2.4 per 100 employees, respectively) 

(Lopez-Arquillos, 2016). In 2005, 945,000 automotive mechanics were employed in the 

United States. That year 15,680 injuries required time off from work. Most injuries were 

attributed to contact with equipment/objects (44.5%) or overexertion (21.6%). Of the 

overexertion injuries 31.0% involved tires and wheels, and 59.3% were caused by lifting 

objects (Smith, 2007).  

Although automotive technicians (mechanics) perform a variety of duties, many 

work orders involve removing tires and twice a year in Canada there is a heavier tire 

changing season.  In late fall, many garages will have technicians changing tires for the 

entire day.  A review of literature has revealed no research quantifying the biomechanical 
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demands associated with automobile tire changing and handling. Therefore, the purpose of 

the proposed research was to investigate the biomechanical demands associated with tire 

changing of 16” tires while simulating jack and mechanical hoist options for raising the 

car. From personal observation at a local garage, the task of tire changing can be broken 

down into the following steps (VanIderstine, observation, November 9, 2016): 

• The vehicle was moved into the service bay and additional tires were unloaded from 

the vehicle. 

• The car was raised, using a car hoist, to a height where the wheel hubs were at 

shoulder height for the worker. 

• Lug nuts on all four tires were loosened using an air powered impact wrench. 

• The worker lowered the tires from vehicle to the floor and rolled them to the rim 

changing area. 

• Rims were removed from one set of tires and installed on the other set using the 

wheel clamp tire changer. 

• Tires were inflated using an air compressor and air hose. 

• Tires were rolled to the vehicle and lifted back onto the hubs. 

• Lug nuts were hand tightened, to hold the wheel in place on the hub, and then 

tightened using an air impact wrench. 

• The vehicle was lowered, and the lug nuts were torqued using a torque wrench. 

Results of the proposed research will quantify the physical demands associated with 

the task, including worker posture, lifting technique, and joint and spine loads. Research 

findings will be useful to WorkSafe NB in developing an industry policy, and to 

ergonomists (and other occupational health and safety specialists), clinicians, and workers 
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in the automobile repair industry. Ergonomists and clinicians may use research findings to 

recommend best practices, and equipment handling procedures while completing the task, 

to further reduce risk and occurrence of workplace injuries in the automotive repair 

industry. Also, research findings may indicate which aspects of the tire changing task leave 

workers most susceptible to a workplace injury.  

There is limited peer reviewed research examining musculoskeletal injuries in 

automotive mechanics. Automotive mechanics are exposed to numerous safety hazards 

including (Institution of Occupational Health and Safety - Britain , 2000): 

• Working in awkward postures for extended time periods.  

• Working on surfaces that may be covered in oil, grease, and other fluids/substances. 

• Lifting heavy vehicle components at high frequency.   

• Frequent use of equipment that may cause serious injury such as drills, air powered 

tools under high pressure, and clamping tools. 

• Working with vehicle tires under high pressure. 

The proposed research aims to answer the following research questions: 

1) What affect does car hoist height have on the biomechanical demands of the 

worker? 

2) What affect does the mass (3.25kg) of an impact gun have on shoulder muscle 

activity and joint kinetics at different car hoist heights? 

Hypotheses: 

1) Increasing car hoist height will cause an increase in upper body muscular activity 

and joint loading while lifting and handling automobile wheels and tires. 
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2) Increasing car hoist height will cause and increase in shoulder moment and upper 

body muscular activity. 
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Chapter 2: Literature Review 

Work-related musculoskeletal disorders include a range of inflammatory and 

degenerative conditions, which result in pain and functional impairment. They commonly 

affect the back, neck, shoulders, elbows, forearms, wrists, and hands (Buckle and 

Devereux, 2002). Disorders are classified as work-related when work activities, and 

conditions, contribute to development and aggravation of disorders (World Health 

Organization, 1985). 

There is epidemiological evidence that physically demanding work that includes 

repetitive motions, awkward postures, lifting heavy loads, prolonged periods of time in 

static postures, and exposure to vibrations can be linked to increased reports of low back 

pain (Waddell and Burton, 2001). However, multiple systematic reviews assessing 

occupational postures, and physical activity at work, have not identified a causal 

relationship between occupational posture, activity, and low back pain (Kwon et al., 2011; 

Roffey et al., 2010; Wai et al., 2010). Kwon et al. (2011) reported that the vast majority of 

low back pain is non-specific and cannot be attributed to a specific cause. In addition, it 

was reported that independent or objective measures of low back pain are not used, and 

that objective measures of risk factors are not defined in research examining the 

relationship between physically demanding work and low back pain.  

Punnett and Wegman (2004) argued that epidemiologic literature, and lab based 

evidence, of mechanisms linked to work-related injuries is convincing to most. Punnett and 

Wegman (2004) listed the following noticeable limitations of epidemiologic literature 

examining work related musculoskeletal disorders: disorders are only counted among 
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employed people, disorders of long duration are over reported, and health and exposure 

data are collected at the same time. The first characteristic is referred to as the “healthy 

worker effect”, as workers who developed work related MSDs may have left employment 

or switched job duties. Collecting exposure and health data concurrently gives a 

relationship between exposure and health that is open to more than one interpretation of 

causation. It is commonly assumed that job tasks involving manual material handling cause 

LBP, because it is common in working age adults. Punnett and Wegmann (2004) describe 

low back pain as non-specific and common in working age adults. Low back pain affects 

capacity to complete work, and frequently requires healthcare. However, the relationship 

between job tasks and injury rates is inconsistent, and 60 to 80% of adult’s experience LBP 

that is often persistent or reoccurring. There are higher reports of LBP in jobs requiring 

handling of heavy objects. Although research does not identify a causal relationship 

between job tasks and development of LBP, it is apparent that job tasks can aggravate 

individual’s symptoms of LBP (Waddell and Burton, 2001).  

Automobile mechanics complete much of their work with assistance from a 

hydraulic hoist. The hoist raises the vehicle to a height where components can be more 

easily accessed by the mechanic. Although this allows for a more favourable posture when 

working on the vehicle, mechanics must lift tools and vehicle components to the working 

height. Also, mechanics are frequently working with arms extended, and at shoulder level, 

when the car is raised using a hoist. Grieve and Dickerson (2008) defined overhead work 

as any work being performed above the height of the acromion. They also reported the 

most identifiable definition of overhead work is any work with hands above shoulder 

height. Buckle and Devereux (2002) concluded that there is a relationship between work-
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related upper limb disorders (WRULD) and performance of work. Combinations of 

repetition, load, and posture had a positive relationship with elbow disorders and 

hand/wrist tendinitis. The addition of vibration to the above-mentioned risk factors had a 

positive relationship with carpal tunnel syndrome (Bernard et al. 1997).  

van Rijn et al. (2010) completed a systematic review investigating associations 

between work related risk factors and disorders of the shoulder. They reported that 1% of 

data entry operators reported symptoms of rotator cuff tendinitis while prevalence was 

approximately 70% amongst industrial workers who completed work above shoulder 

height. They also found that increased odds of shoulder impingement syndrome (OR = 2.8-

4.21) was associated with the following risk factors: muscle force ≥ 10% maximum 

voluntary contraction, lifting ≥ 20 kg ≥ 20 times/day, high hand force ≥ 1 hr/day, repetitive 

movements of shoulder and wrist ≥ 2 hr/day, using a vibrating tool ≥ 2 hr/day, upper arm 

flexion ≥ 90º, working with hand above shoulder level ≥ 1 hr/day, and arm flexion ≥ 45º ≥ 

15% of cycle time. 

Roquelaure et al. (2009) completed a surveillance program monitoring 3,710 

workers in France from 2002-2005. Four-hundred-seventy-two workers were diagnosed 

with at least one upper extremity musculoskeletal disorder. Disorders were diagnosed by 

one of 83 occupational physicians administering a standardized exam. In males, upper limb 

musculoskeletal injuries were associated with age (OR ≤ 4.9, p < 0.001), prior history of 

injury (OR 3.1, p < 0.001), obesity (OR 2.2, p = 0.014), high physical demand (OR 2.0, p 

< 0.001), high repetitiveness (OR 1.5, p = 0.027), working with arms above shoulder level 

(OR 1.7, p = 0.009), and full elbow flexion  
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(OR 1.6, p = 0.006). Findings by van Rijn et al. (2010) and Roquelare et al. (2009) indicate 

that upper limb musculoskeletal disorders are associated with ergonomic risk factors in the 

workplace. However, the research did not identify a causal relationship between ergonomic 

risk factors and WURLD.  

Research examining musculoskeletal disorders and ergonomic risk factors for 

automobile mechanics includes surveys, health questionnaires, ergonomic checklists, and 

analysis of injury databases. Lopez-Arquillos and Rubio-Romero (2016) reviewed all 

reported occupational accident reports in Spanish automotive repair workshops between 

2003 and 2008 (89,954 reports). Injuries were coded by type which included; superficial 

wounds and injuries (42.2%), dislocations, sprains, and strains (38.8%), bone fractures 

(6.2%), concussion and internal injuries (5.3%), and burns, scalding, and freezing (2.0%). 

Variables were chosen to determine how they affected different types of injuries (n = 57). 

Of these, 11 were statistically significant in their contingency tables. 

Table 1: Statistically significant variables affecting accidents in Spanish automotive repair 

facilitates (Lopez-Arquillos and Rubio-Romero, 2016). 

Variable Type Variable 

Worker • Sex. 

• Nationality. 

• Employed by company or self- employed. 

 

Company • Number of workers. 

• Conducts compulsory risk assessments. 

• Outsourced injury prevention management system.  

 

Accident description • In workers usual workplace. 

• More than one worker involved. 

• Occurred on Monday. 

• Performing usual job. 
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Variables were then classified as protective or risk factors for workplace injuries. 

The large number of accident reports provided insight into the types of injuries occurring 

in Spanish automotive repair workshops. The data was categorized for statistical 

representation but did not provide the mechanism of injury. 

Torp et al. (1996) surveyed 103 automobile mechanics regarding work related 

musculoskeletal symptoms. Ninety-six percent of the mechanics reported some type of 

pain or discomfort within one year of completing the questionnaire. The most common 

areas experiencing discomfort were the low back (76%), neck (62%), head (55%) and 

shoulders (52%), with many participants reporting more than one pain area. Twenty-eight 

percent of participants reported missing time from work due to musculoskeletal discomfort. 

When questioned about causes of discomfort, 88% cited physical stress at work, 53% cited 

psychological stress, and 32% cited lack of physical activity. Despite this, 87% reported 

being satisfied with their work environment, including availability of equipment. The 

research is similar to that completed by Lopez-Arquillos and Rubio-Romero (2016), but 

musculoskeletal discomfort is classified by body area instead of injury type. Torp et al. 

(1996) do not provide insight into causes of musculoskeletal discomfort, other than based 

on participant responses, posture likely has a role. Further research identifying work related 

causes of musculoskeletal discomfort was recommended.   

Other research examining occupational injuries for automotive service technicians 

found that the back and shoulders have the highest reported prevalence of pain and 

discomfort (VYAS et al. 2011; Rahman et al. 2009). This research was completed in India 

and Malaysia, where the work environment, equipment, and vehicles do not meet the same 
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standards as in North America. Despite the different working environment, the same body 

areas are susceptible to injury. 

The lumbar spine is subjected to three different loading types; compression, shear, 

and torsion. Compression forces act down the long axis of the spine. Shear forces act at 90º 

from compression forces. Torsional forces are rotational, and act around the long axis of 

the spine. Various combinations of these loading types may be acting on the lumbar spine 

at any given time (Gallagher and Marras, 2012). 

Adams et al. (2002) reported that the average ultimate compressive strength of a 

lumbar spine motion segment was 6.1 ± 1.8 kN for males age 20-50 years. However, 

repetitive loading of cadaveric specimens at 40-50% ultimate compression strength caused 

damage to lumbar spine motion segments (Brinckmann, Biggeman, Hilweg, 1988; 

Hansson, Keller, Spengler, 1987). This suggests that damage to lumbar spine motion 

segments may be caused by cumulative loading when spine compression forces are ≥ 4kN. 

Dolan, Early, and Adams (1994) had 21 men lift 10kg and 30kg objects from the ground. 

The peak compressive forces were 2.5 and 5.0 kN respectively. When the distance between 

the 10 kg object and the feet was increased from 0 to 0.6 m the peak compression force 

increased to 5.2 kN. When the 10 kg object was lifted in one second the peak compression 

force was 5.2 kN. When the 10 kg object was lifted slowly the peak compression force was 

3.2 kN. In the workplace objects may be lifted without careful consideration of object mass, 

lift speed, and distance of the object from the feet. This may lead to unsafe peak 

compression force, and damage to lumbar motion segments, if compressive forces are ≥ 4 

kN during each lift. 
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Shear forces acting on the lumbar spine may be anterior-posterior or lateral 

(Gallagher and Marras, 2012). McGill et al. (1998) reported that a single exposure to an 

anterior-posterior shear force of 1000 N posed an unacceptable high risk of injury. They 

also reported that exposure to an anterior-posterior shear force of 500 N was unacceptable 

to most workers without administrative or engineering controls in place. McGill et al. 

(1998) did not account for frequency of loading. Evidence indicates shear tolerance is 

decreased when exposure is repetitive (Brinckmann et al., 1988; Gallagher et al., 2005, 

2006; Schechtman and Bader, 1997). Gallagher and Marras (2012) reported that few 

studies specifically examine shear tolerance, including repetitive shear loading, in the 

human lumbar spine.  

Gallagher and Marras (2012) reviewed six studies examining repetitive shear 

loading of the human lumbar spine. A Weibull analysis was used to derive shear exposure 

limits based on shear fatigue failure data from the six studies. They reported that the lumbar 

spine is able to withstand shear forces below 40% ultimate shear stress for thousands of 

loading cycles, and below 60% ultimate shear stress for 100 cycles. Rapid failure occurred 

with additional cycles > 60% ultimate shear stress. Based on these findings, they proposed 

shear exposure guidelines that would be protective against injury for 90% of individuals. 

Shear loads of 1000 N are acceptable when frequency is ≤ 100 / day. Shear loads of 700 N 

are tolerable when frequency is ≤ 1000 / day. 

There are no known quantitative limits, or safe exposure levels, for the shoulder 

complex during overhead work. Overhead work can result in decreased performance of the 

shoulder complex. This may be observed through changes in the following performance 

variables: decreased temporal work capacity, decreased strength, increased movement 
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times, increased hand placement inaccuracy, and reduced endurance times (Grieve and 

Dickerson, 2008). Chaffin et al. (1991) reported that approximately 95% of the male 

population can generate 45Nm antiflexion moment at the shoulder joint, when the arm is 

elevated 90º. Yoo and Yoo (2016) investigated effects of different lifting and lowering 

heights on arm, shoulder, and back muscle activity. Fifteen healthy male participants lifted 

a (0.3 x 0.3 x 0.3) m box onto shelves at ankle, knee, waist, and shoulder height. The mass 

of the box was not provided. Each participant performed one stoop type lift under each 

condition. The box was handled with two hands and feet were shoulder width apart. Biceps 

brachii activity was significantly higher for waist and shoulder height shelves compared to 

knee and ankle height shelves. Upper trapezius activity was significantly higher for ankle 

and shoulder height shelves compared to waist and knee height shelves. L4 erector spinae 

activity was significantly higher for knee and shoulder high shelves compared to ankle 

height shelves.  

It is unlikely that automotive technicians use stoop type lifts when handling tire 

assemblies. However, in a worst-case lift when a worker is fatigued, he may inadvertently 

use a stoop type lift when handling a tire assembly. Biceps brachii and upper trapezius may 

be most active when handling a tire assembly at shoulder height, when the vehicle is lifted 

by a car hoist. The erector spinae may be most active when handling a tire assembly at 

ground level, when the vehicle is lifted by a floor jack. 

Repetitive loading of the spine can decrease tolerance of spinal tissues. A load that 

is classified as safe by recommended guidelines may damage spinal tissues when loading 

is repetitive (Potvin, 2008). Many job tasks are repetitive, meaning the worker repeats the 

same task over and over again. In jobs requiring manual material handling or strenuous 
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labour, where workers repetitively lift, push, and pull objects. This cumulative exposure 

may decrease tolerance of body tissues. The spine shear and compression limits 

recommended by Gallagher and Marras (2012) take cumulative loading into consideration.  

Marras et al. (2006) had 12 experienced and 12 inexperienced manual material 

handlers’ complete asymmetrical lifts over an eight-hour exposure period. The load each 

participant was exposed to was selected based on three static moment levels (8, 36, 85) 

Nm. Subjects only lifted safe loads, but lifted at three different frequencies (2, 4, 6, 8, 10, 

12) lifts/min. They reported that lift frequency and exposure duration did not have the 

greatest effect on spine loading. The largest spine loads occurred at lift frequencies and 

weights that workers weren’t used to. Experienced lifters had increased spine loading when 

forced to work at a slower lifting rate. Inexperienced lifters had increased spine loading 

when forced to work at a faster lifting rate. Experienced lifters had increased spine loading 

with greater moment load and lifting rate. Spine loading for inexperienced lifters was 

unpredictable. The lowest load moment sometimes caused greater than expected spine 

loads for inexperienced lifters. Results suggest motor programs were selected based on 

perception of the task and past experiences. Marras et al., (2006) suggested that motor 

programs may be selected to reduce coactivity during familiar tasks for people.  

Splittstoesser et al. (2007) simulated loading luggage into the cargo holding area of 

a Boeing 737 in a kneeled posture. Participants lifted luggage bags of six different masses 

(6.8, 10.9, 15.0, 19.1, 23.1, 27.2) kg to four different heights (0, 0.254, 0.533, 0.787) m. 

Participants rotated 45º counter-clockwise while performing each lift. As luggage mass 

increased from lowest to highest, peak compression at L5/S1 increased with lift height 

(1623.8 to 3334.1 N; p < 0.05). Peak anterior-posterior (AP) shear (357.5, to 909.2 N; p < 
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0.05) and peak lateral shear (178.2 to 446 N; p < 0.05) forces also increased with increasing 

luggage mass, excluding peak lateral shear force between the 23.1 and 27.2 kg luggage 

masses. 

Increasing luggage mass from lowest to highest reduced average trunk flexion, and 

average twisting velocity and acceleration. Increasing luggage mass increased sagittal 

plane velocity and maximum sagittal acceleration (66.1 to 86.7) deg/s². There was also 

significant increases in absolute maximum lateral trunk flexion, velocity, and acceleration 

(90.5 to 111.0) deg/s². As lifting height increased from lowest to highest, maximum 

average sagittal trunk angle decreased, and maximum and average lateral angle, twisting 

angle, sagittal velocity, average lateral velocity, and sagittal acceleration increased. 

Maximum sagittal trunk acceleration had the most significant change (53.7 to 94.6) deg/s². 

In nearly all configurations, spine loading increased as destination height and luggage mass 

increased. Based on spine loading guidelines recommended by Gallagher and Marras 

(2012), lifts were unsafe for spine compression when the 27.2 kg mass was lifted to 

destination heights of 0.533 m and 0.787 m, and when the 19.1 kg mass was lifted to a 

destination height of 0.787 m. Anterior posterior shear forces were ≥ 700 N for luggage 

masses of 19.1, 23.1, and 27.2 kg. 

Results similar to those found by Splittstoesser et al. (2007) may be found when 

automotive technicians complete tire changes without the use of a car hoist. In these 

instances, workers are in a crouched or kneeled posture, and twist to remove and mount 

tire assemblies to wheel hubs. The mass of 16 and 17” commuter vehicle tires is similar to 

the 23.1 and 27.2 kg luggage bags used in Splittstoesser’s research. However, the model 

used to quantify spinal loading and kinematics in Splittstoesser’s research was only 
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validated for manual material handling in standing posture. The model relied on comparing 

muscle activities to predetermined MVC values. In a kneeling posture some muscle activity 

values exceeded the MVC values. In these cases, the values were used in place of the MVC 

values.  

Three participants from Splittstoesser’s et al. (2007) experiment repeated the same 

luggage loading procedure in standing posture. The midpoint of each mass was 0.457 m 

away from the area where participants were kneeling at the origin, and 0.635 m at the 

destination. The mass was picked up at 0º rotation and set down at 45º counter clockwise 

rotation.  Although they found no significant difference in peak compression between 

kneeling and standing postures (p = 0.96), there was a significant difference in peak AP 

shear between kneeling and standing postures (p < 0.0002), and peak lateral shear between 

standing and kneeling postures (p < 0.0001). Spine lateral and AP shear did not exceed safe 

limits recommended by Gallagher and Marras (2012); however, origin heights for lifts were 

at participant’s waist height (Yang et al., 2005). This indicates that objects with masses ≤ 

27.2 kg may be safely lifted 0.787 m in standing posture when the lift origin is at waist 

height.  

When wheel assemblies are lifted from the ground, the rim is typically facing 

upwards. The wheel is then grabbed by the rim, or the outer edges of the tire, with the 

palms facing upwards when the tire is lifted to the wheel hub. Faber et al. (2011) had male 

masons lift (6, 11, 14, 16) kg sandstone blocks using the same technique automobile 

mechanics use to lift tires. Each block had holes through the top surface and was grasped 

with hands to the outside with palms facing upwards.  The blocks were lifted from 0.1 and 

0.9m and placed on a table and then from the table and placed on a wall at one of three 
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heights (floor, iliac crest, shoulder). Peak L5/S1 compression force was ≥ 4 kN for all block 

masses when lifted from 0.1 m. When blocks were lifted from 0.9 m, L5/S1 peak 

compression force was ≥ 4 kN for the 11 and 16 kg blocks. Peak anterior L5/S1 shear was 

≥ 1000 N for all block masses when lifted from 0.1 and 0.9 m. Peak anterior L5/S1 shear 

was ≥ 1000 N when blocks were placed on the wall at floor height. Peak shoulder 

compression was highest when the 14 kg block was lifted from 0.9 m (≈ 1250 N). Peak 

shoulder compression was highest when the 16 kg was lifted to shoulder level (≈ 1750 N). 

As initial block height increased, spine loading decreased. As working height decreased, 

shoulder loading decreased. The effect of block mass was higher for shoulder loading 

compared to spine loading. It was therefore suggested that optimal working height is at the 

level of the iliac crest.  

Burton et al. (1994) compared lumbar extension and spine loading at overhead and 

chest heights during an automobile maintenance task. In a field study four male automobile 

mechanics were observed for 1 to 5 hours and lumbar flexion and extension was measured 

using a flexible electrogoniometry system over a 30-minute period. Participants spent 

approximately seven minutes in lumbar extension up to 10º, and less than one minute in 

lumbar flexion ≥ 20º. In a lab-based simulation as part of the same study, eight male 

university students (mean = 27.4 years) loosened and tightened six bolts using a torque 

wrench and a ring spanner. A stadiometer was used to measure change in stature of the 

lumbar spine after completing the bolt tightening task. Thirteen of the 16 data sets were 

analyzed. There was no significant difference in lumbar spine stature between the two 

working heights. Borg’s category rating scale was used to measure ratings of perceived 
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exertion (RPE) (Borg 1982). Mean RPE was significantly higher when the task was 

completed at overhead working height.  

The basic components in motor control are motor neurons and muscle fibers. These 

components make up motor units. Motor programming takes place in the premotor cortex 

with input from the cerebellum, and basal ganglia. These inputs excite or inhibit the 

premotor cortex, which influences motor neurons and interneurons of the brain stem and 

spinal cord. Signals travel from the brain to motor units via the spinal cord. The motor unit 

is the final point before muscle activity. Electrical current in the motor unit determines its 

discharge rate, and therefore muscle activity. Muscle fibers are activated by motor neurons 

based on specific chemical, histochemical, and contractile characteristics of the muscle 

fibers (Merletti and Parker, 2004).  

 Muscle cell membrane has a voltage influenced permeability to sodium, potassium, 

and chlorine ions (Merletti and Parker, 2004). When the central nervous system, or a reflex, 

activates alpha motor neurons, a release of neurotransmitters at motor end plates causes 

excitation along the motor neuron. This causes electrical potential at the motor endplates, 

and an influx of sodium ions. This is called membrane depolarization. Membrane polarity 

is immediately restored via active exchange of sodium ions using an ion pump. This is 

referred to as repolarization. A cycle of depolarization and repolarization causes a 

measurable electrical dipole, which travels on the surface of the muscle fibers. An electrical 

dipole is the measure of difference between positive and negative electrical charges in the 

muscles fibers (Konrad, 2006). 

Three types of muscle fibers have been identified. Type I, Type IIa, and Type IIb. 

Type I fibers are slow twitch, and Type II are fast twitch (Enoka, 2002). Type I, or slow 
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twitch, muscle fibers have high aerobic power because of high blood supply, high 

mitochondrial density, high aerobic enzyme content, high stored intramuscular fluid, and 

are classified as low threshold. Type II, or fast twitch, fibers have a greater anaerobic 

capacity than Type I fibers. This is due to stored glycogen and anaerobic enzymes. Type II 

fibers are also larger, have a greater cross-sectional area than Type I muscle fibers, and are 

classified as high threshold (Beam et al., 2014). 

 Muscle contraction force is regulated by motor unit recruitment and change in 

motor unit activation frequency (rate coding). The greater the number of recruited motor 

units, the greater the muscle force. Understanding of motor unit recruitment is largely based 

on work completed by Henneman et al., (1965), which found that motor units are recruited 

in order of increasing alpha motor neuron size. The number of motor neurons recruited, 

and their discharge rates, depends on required muscle contraction force and velocity. In 

addition, the number of motor units recruited, and their cumulative mean discharge rate, 

determines the muscles electrical activity. It should be noted that change in EMG does not 

necessarily mean a change in motor unit recruitment or discharge rate. Factors including 

muscle fiber potential, discharge synchronization, and fatigue may impact EMG signal 

characteristics (Merletti and Parker, 2004). 

 In ergonomics, EMG is typically used to analyze muscular demand while 

completing a task. Common variables used to describe muscular activity include root mean 

squared (RMS), integrated EMG (iEMG), mean power frequency, median power 

frequency, and amplitude probability distribution function (APDF). An APDF is typically 

used to describe frequency of a particular level of normalized muscular activation over a 

measured period of time. Root mean squared provides the mean power of a signal over a 
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period of time. If force is measured, RMS can also be used to describe the relationship 

between the force and the muscular activation. Integrated EMG provides the total demand, 

and must be completed on rectified waveforms. Mean power frequency is the mean of the 

power spectrum, and median power frequency is the frequency that divides the power 

spectrum in half.   

 Mean and Median power frequencies are used to describe muscular fatigue. 

Merletti and Parker (2004) reported the following changes in EMG variables during 

fatigue: an increase in signal amplitude over time (RMS), a shift in EMG frequency to 

lower frequencies, and a decrease in conduction velocity accompanied by a shift in power 

frequency to the left. In addition to these, raw EMG signal can be used to determine muscle 

activation timing, and changes in conduction velocity between electrode pairs may indicate 

fatigue.  

Automobile mechanics frequently operate impact wrenches and similar equipment 

with arms flexed at 90º or more. Sood et al. (2007) investigated muscle activity (EMG) and 

perceived discomfort while 12 participants completed a one-hour task using an electric 

drill. Each participant completed three trials. For each trial the dominant arm operated the 

drill at a different height, and simulated drilling screws into a ceiling. The heights were 

classified as low, medium, or high. For all trials the palm of the hand faced superiorly, with 

the angle between the arm and the torso being approximately 90º for low, and greater for 

medium and high classifications. The ceiling height was set by measuring a percentage of 

the distance between the participant’s maximum reach, and reach with the elbow flexed at 

90º, with the palm of the hand facing superiorly.  
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Although posture did not match that of an automobile mechanic changing a vehicle 

tire, they found that muscle activity in the anterior deltoid, medial deltoid, and upper 

trapezius was between 15-20% of previously recorded MVC values. Nargol et al. (1999) 

associated muscle activity of these levels with “low reliability”. Rate of perceived exertion 

remained low, although participants reported a change in discomfort significantly quicker 

when arm height was classified as high. Results of the research indicated that perceived 

discomfort increased as arm reach increased. This may be more significant when a worker 

is handling a heavier impact wrench or tire assembly. 

Grip is another factor that must be considered when investigating work tasks 

completed using drills and similar tools. Anthony and Keir (2010) recorded surface 

electromyography from eight muscles of the right shoulder and arm while sixteen 

participants completed isometric and dynamic shoulder contractions in 0º flexion, 45º mid-

abduction, and 90º abduction. The eight muscle sites were the anterior deltoid, middle 

deltoid, posterior deltoid, pectoralis major, infraspinatus, latissimus dorsi, biceps brachii, 

and superior trapezius. The loading conditions were no load, holding a 0.5 kg grip 

dynamometer, and exerting 30 % of maximum voluntary grip force on the dynamometer. 

The study did not investigate the effects of repetitive exertions. They found that gripping 

increased biceps brachii activity by 6 % maximum voluntary excitement (MVE). Gripping 

during shoulder exertions caused a reduction in activity of the deltoid muscles, and 

increased activity of the infraspinatus. Static shoulder exertions and 30 % of maximum 

hand grip force reduced anterior and medial deltoid activity by 2 % MVE, and increased 

infraspinatus and trapezius activity by 2 % MVE. Increasing the angle between the arm 
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and the torso from 30º to 90º doubled the mean static moment at the shoulder and caused 

a mean increase of 10 % MVE in the infraspinatus, trapezius, and deltoid heads.   

Gripping with the arm extended increased biceps brachii activation, and increased 

infraspinatus activity while decreasing deltoid activity. These changes may be more 

prominent with increased hand load, such as when an automobile mechanic uses an impact 

wrench. In a study competed by Anthony and Keir (2010), surface electromyography was 

collected with the arm fully extended and found that increased activity of the smaller 

infraspinatus compared to the larger deltoid muscles, during gripping tasks, may be a factor 

in development of shoulder injuries. Also, increased biceps brachii activity increases 

shoulder moment.  

Mehta and Agnew (2010) had 12 younger (18-25 years) and 10 older (45-60 years) 

male participants fasten 14 screws on a drywall sheet. The vertical height of the top row of 

screws was set based on each participant’s maximum comfortable vertical reach with the 

drill. Task difficulty was determined based on the horizontal distance between screws, 

which was 12, 16, or 24”. Young participants had significantly more errors than older 

participants. In trials where participants fatigued anterior shoulder musculature before 

completing the task, there was decreased static, mean, and peak amplitude probability 

distribution functions (APDF) compared to the non-fatigued condition. Fatigued trials 

caused higher muscle coactivity of the arm and forearm. During the fatigued trials, anterior 

deltoid activity decreased, and activity of the arm and forearm muscles increased. This 

suggests that as the primary muscle (s) used to complete a task become fatigued, the 

surrounding muscles have increased activity to maintain force output.  
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There are two predominant limitations in the review of literature. There are no 

studies quantifying the physical demands associated with automobile maintenance and 

repair tasks, and there are no published work standards for completing tasks such as 

changing tires. To this point, interpretation of exposure to ergonomic risk factors in the 

trade has been based on a single visit to an automotive repair facility. Therefore, in order 

to accurately assess biomechanical demand associated with automobile repair tasks, 

exposure to ergonomic risk factors in automobile repair facilities should be observed and 

recorded. This data will be used to design an experiment that accurately simulates 

automobile repair tasks.  
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Chapter 3: Methods 

Participants 

 Ten males (age = 26.4±4.90yrs; height = 1.75±0.10m; mass = 83.87±12.95kg) 

participated in the experiment. All participants were right handed (not an inclusion 

criterion), and were recruited through social media and in person. Participants had no tire 

changing experience. Exclusion criteria included any musculoskeletal pain requiring a 

doctor’s visit, and/or time off from work in the past six months. In addition, any persons 

who reported shoulder instability or a previous shoulder dislocation were excluded from 

the experiment.  

Experimental Setup 

The tire changing station included two identical hub and frame assemblies. Each 

hub was welded to a steel plate and was slid up and down the frame manually. Holes 

separated by two inches, in each vertical segment of the frame, allowed the hub to be 

positioned at different heights. Height could be adjusted in two-inch increments. Bolts slid 

through holes in the frame, under the hub plate, acted as safety pins. The tire changing 

station is shown in Appendix A. 

Instrumentation 

Surface Electromyography 

 Surface electromyography (SEMG) was collected bilaterally form the anterior 

deltoid, biceps brachii, flexor digitorum superficialis, and erector spinae using Kendall™ 

200 Series Ag/AgCl Electrodes. Electrodes were 3.2cm in diameter and spaced three 
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centimeters apart. Electrode sites were prepared by removing hair using disposable razors 

and cleaning the sites with an alcohol solution.  The anterior deltoid electrodes were placed 

one finger width distal and anterior to the acromion. Biceps brachii electrodes were placed 

at one third from the cubital fossa on the line between the medial acromion and cubital 

fossa. Forearm flexor (flexor digitorum superficialis) electrodes were placed at one third 

from the medial epicondyle of the humorous on the line between the medial epicondyle 

and the styloid process of the ulna (Zipp, 1982). Erector spinae (longissimus) electrodes 

were placed two finger widths lateral to the spinous process of the L1 vertebrae (Hermans 

et al., 1999). Myoelectric signal was recorded using an 8-channel system (AMT-8, Bortec 

Biomedical Ltd., Calgary, Canada) with a sampling frequency of 1000 Hz. 

 

Figure 1: Locations of anterior deltoid, biceps brachii, and forearm flexor EMG 

electrodes (Hermans et al., 1999, Zipp, 1982). 
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Figure 2: Location of erector spinae EMG electrodes (Hermans et al., 1999, Zipp, 1982). 

 

Motion Capture 

 Kinematic data was collected using a 12 sensor Liberty™ electromagnetic 3D 

motion capture system (Polhemus Inc, Vermont, USA). The system operated at a frequency 

of 240 Hz and had six degrees of freedom including x, y, and z coordinates as well as 

azimuth, elevation, and roll angles. All outputs were relative to the origin of the global 

coordinates system, which was a stationary electromagnetic transmitter. The manufacturer 

reported a static accuracy of 0.762 mm RMS for x, y, and z coordinates, and 0.15º RMS 
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for static sensor orientation. Nafis et al. (2006) reported a dynamic accuracy of 0.71 mm 

RMS for sensor positions within 0.46 m of the transmitter.  

Experimental Protocol 

Participants made one visit to the Occupational Performance Laboratory in the 

Lady Beaverbrook gymnasium. Participants and the researcher signed the informed 

consent form, and participant’s height, weight, age, and dominant hand were recorded. 

Maximum voluntary contractions (MVC) for the biceps brachii, anterior deltoid, and 

erector spinae muscles were completed. MVC’s were completed in the following order; 

erector spinae, anterior deltoid, biceps brachii, and forearm flexor.  

Three MVC trials were completed for each muscle with approximately 60 seconds 

rest between each trial. A stop watch was used to maintain consistent rest periods between 

MVC trials. Force was gradually exerted until maximal contraction force. Maximal 

contraction was held for three to five seconds, and the maximum activation produced from 

the three trials was used as the MVC. 

Maximum voluntary contractions for the biceps brachii and anterior deltoid were 

completed while secured to a custom built isometric knee extensor and elbow flexor 

myographs. During biceps brachii MVCs a strap was pulled, which was attached to the 

floor, with the hands pronated. Participants were instructed to flex at the elbow with 

maximal effort. Anterior deltoid MVC’s were collected in a standing posture, with the arm 

flexed forward in the sagittal plane such that the angle between the arm and the trunk was 

90º. A heavy duty canvas strap was used to restrain the arm proximal to the elbow joint. 

Shoulder flexion with maximal effort was performed.  
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Erector spinae MVC’s were completed while secured to a plinth in a prone posture. 

Arms rested on a bench while the upper body extended beyond the end of the plinth. Behrn 

Sorensen tests were completed to elicit maximal activation of the erector spinae muscles. 

Erector spinae MVC procedures corresponded with collection procedures used by Cochran 

(2008) and Albert et al., (2006).  

 Required safety equipment was provided including safety glasses and steel toed 

work boots. Disposable coveralls were available for participants who did not bring full 

length pants. An overview of the task was provided. This included instructions on drill 

(Mastercraft Impact Wrench, 120 V ~ 60 Hz, 7.5 A) operating methods and safety 

reminders. Participants were instructed to keep one hand on the tire at all times after lug 

nuts were removed. A practice trail was completed before beginning the experiment 

protocol. 

 Liberty™ sensor placement followed The OPL Research Agenda: Data Collection 

& Processing Guide Version 1.0 (Fischer, 2011). Marker locations are shown in Appendix 

B. Markers were placed laterally on the center of mass of each segment, except for the 

marker on the acromion, which was placed caudally. A calibration trial was completed with 

the participant standing in anatomical position. During the calibration trial a digitization 

probe was used to identify anatomical landmarks. Anatomical landmarks are shown in 

Appendix C. One researcher operated the digitization probe while the other operated the 

computer. Each time an anatomical landmark was identified using the digitization probe 

its coordinates were flagged using a LabView program developed for collecting 

biomechanical data. The purpose of the calibration trial is discussed further in the Motion 

Capture Analysis subsection.    
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 EMG and motion data were collected for the time required to complete each task. 

Time ranged from five to fifty seconds depending on the task. EMG and motion data were 

collected independently and manually controlled by the researcher. Data recording was 

started and stopped by clicking a dialogue box in a MatLab 15b program. Data was not 

synchronized, and time to complete tasks was not controlled. Six tires were changed at 

three different working heights (18 total tire changes). Although a car has four tires 

participants changed an additional two tires to become familiar with the task. Working 

height was randomized, and the six tire changes were completed consecutively at each 

working height. Participants received a break while working height was changed by the 

researchers. The tires were 16 inches in diameter with a mass of 22.3 kg. The three tire 

changing heights were ground level (simulating the use of a car jack instead of a hoist), the 

height of the participant’s iliac crest, and the height of the participant’s acromion. These 

heights were measured using a standard measuring tape, with the center of the rim set at 

the height closest to the measured value on the frame. The tire changing procedure was 

broken down into four tasks: 

1. Loosen and remove lug nuts using impact wrench. 

2. Lower tire to ground. 

3. Lift tire to hub. 

4. Tighten lug nuts using impact wrench. 

 Each task was completed after instruction from a researcher. This allowed for 

collection of each task independently (72 data files per participant). Each task was saved 

as a file using the code “Participant Number_Trial Number”.  
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Data Processing  

Surface Electromyography 

 MVC trial data was bandpass filtered with a 450Hz high cut off and a 20Hz low cut 

off. It was than bandpass filtered with a 61Hz high cut off and a 59Hz low cut off. The 

bandpass and bandstop filters were 4th order Butterworth filters. The signal was then full 

wave rectified (ABS) and lowpass filtered with a cut off of 1Hz to smooth each signal. The 

lowpass filter was a 3rd order Butterworth filter. The highest three peaks for each signal 

was found, and the highest of the three peaks was selected as the MVC for each trial. A 

single value from each waveform was selected. A single value from filtered MVC signals 

was selected to ensure each MVC was the absolute maximum signal amplitude. The highest 

value from the three filtered MVC files was selected as the MVC. Trial EMG files were 

filtered using the same process as MVC files. After filtering the mean and max for each 

file was calculated and divided by its respective MVC value to determine mean and 

maximum percent activation.  

Motion Capture 

 Motion data was processed using MatLab codes developed as part of The OPL 

Research Agenda: Data Collection & Processing Guide Version 1.0 (Fischer, 2011). 

Dependant variables were mean and maximum shoulder flexion moments, trunk twisting 

moment, lateral bending moment, trunk flexion moment (Nm), and spine compression (N). 

Zatsiorsky (2002) reported that computation of joint torques using mechanics theory 

provides reproducible estimates during most movements. However, there are many 
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potential sources of error, and there is still a large body of research dedicated to improving 

biomechanical models.   

 Raw motion data was dual pass Butterworth filtered with a 4Hz cut off. The low 

pass filter removed high frequency noise from the data. Calibration relationships were 

extracted from the data, and the data was resampled to 50Hz. Calibration relationships were 

determined by reorganizing data from the calibration trial and determining the relationships 

between marker locations and the anatomical reference frames digitized during the 

calibration collection. Calibration coordinates were output as a matrix containing vectors 

for each segment that described points relative to markers on each segment (Fischer, 2011). 

  Landmarks were constructed from the calibration file and joint locations of centers 

were computed. Location of centers were output as a matrix containing locations of joint 

centers and required anatomical landmarks. Segment coordinate systems and joint angles 

were calculated. Joint angles were calculated using transformation matrices that described 

the relationship between proximal and distal local coordinates systems. A Cardan 

decomposition was applied to the transformation matrices to determine joint angles 

between adjacent segments (Fischer, 2011). A kinetic model used the segment parameters 

to calculate linear kinematics in the global frame, angular kinetics in the local frame, and 

net joint forces and moments at the shoulder and L4/L5 spine (Fischer, 2011). Cumulative 

loading was calculated by multiplying mean and maximum spine compression and the 

average time taken to complete each task.   

Given the motion of body parts, inverse dynamics involves calculating the joint 

torques and forces that caused motion in the system (Zatsiorsky, 2002). The OPL Research 

Agenda: Data Collection & Processing Guide Version 1.0 is compatible with the Michigan 
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Static Strength Program, and the Dickerson Shoulder Loading Analysis Modules. 

Typically, segment inertial characteristics, kinematic data, and external forces are used to 

calculate joint kinetic variables. However, ground reaction force was not collected in this 

experiment. The model used center of mass approximations from Winter (2005), and 

position data from a static calibration trial to locate each joint center. Hand length was 

estimated at 10.8% of body height, and it was assumed hand center of mass was located at 

50.6% hand length (Winter, 2005). Linear velocity and acceleration of the center of mass 

of each segment, angular velocity and acceleration of each segment, and moment arm 

lengths for each segment are required to calculate moments about a joint.  

Statistical Analysis 

 Freidman’s ANOVA and post hoc tests using Bonferroni correction between 

heights, and variables at each height, were computed for motion and EMG data using 

RStudio 3.0.1+. Statistical significance was p < 0.05. Non-parametric Friedman’s ANOVA 

was used instead of repeated measures ANOVA because data was non-normally 

distributed. Histograms and Q-Q plots indicated data was non-normally distributed, and 

data transformations did not restore normality. Statistical outputs included the Chi Squared 

value, the p-value, and the difference value. The difference value was the difference 

between ranked data being compared in the non-parametric Friedman’s ANOVA. 

Significance was indicated by the difference being greater than the critical difference of 

the statistical model. Reporting of Statistical results followed recommendations from 

Unwin et al., (2013). The difference values are not normalized EMG, moment, or 

compression values. For each variable the mean and maximum values were ranked and 
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compared using the non-parametric Friedman’s ANOVA. The median values and 

interquartile ranges of these subsets were reported in the results tables.  
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Chapter 4: Results 

Instantaneous Surface Electromyography 

Time Normalized Amplitude Distribution 

 Figure 3 through 14 provide the percent time each muscle in each quartile activation 

bin (<25, 25-50, 50-75, and >75% MVC).  Each of the figures represents a specific task 

(lift, lower, tightening, loosening at each of the low, mid and high positions). During lifting 

at high height time spent > 75% MVC was greatest for the right deltoid and the left bicep 

(Figure 3). During lifting at mid height time spent > 75% MVC was greatest for the left 

bicep (Figure 4). During lowering at all heights, the left and right biceps had the most time 

> 75% MVC (Figures 6-8). During loosening and tightening tasks 100% of normalized 

time was < 25% MVC for all muscles excluding the right biceps brachii and erector spinae 

(Figures 9-14). During tightening tasks at all heights, the right biceps brachii was 25-50% 

MVC for 50-60% normalized time (Figures 12–14). Overall, lifting and lowering tasks had 

the most time with muscle activation > 25% MVC. Lifting and lowering tasks caused 

highest normalized muscle activation. 
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Figure 3: Percent normalized time < 25%, 25-50%, 50-75%, and > 75% muscular 

activation (%MVC) during high lifting tasks. 

 

 

 

Figure 4: Percent normalized time < 25%, 25-50%, 50-75%, and > 75% muscular 

activation (%MVC) during mid lifting tasks. 
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Figure 5: Percent normalized time < 25%, 25-50%, 50-75%, and > 75% muscular 

activation (%MVC) during low lifting tasks. 

 

 

 

 Figure 6: Percent normalized time < 25%, 25-50%, 50-75%, and > 75% muscular 

activation (%MVC) during high lowering tasks. 
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Figure 7: Percent normalized time < 25%, 25-50%, 50-75%, and > 75% muscular 

activation (%MVC) during mid lowering tasks. 

 

 

 

Figure 8: Percent normalized time < 25%, 25-50%, 50-75%, and > 75% muscular 

activation (%MVC) during low lowering tasks. 
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Figure 9: Percent normalized time < 25%, 25-50%, 50-75%, and > 75% muscular 

activation (%MVC) during high loosening tasks. 

 

 

 

Figure 10: Percent normalized time < 25%, 25-50%, 50-75%, and > 75% muscular 

activation (%MVC) during mid loosening tasks. 
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Figure 11: Percent normalized time < 25%, 25-50%, 50-75%, and > 75% muscular 

activation (%MVC) during low loosening tasks. 

 

 

 

Figure 12: Percent normalized time < 25%, 25-50%, 50-75%, and > 75% muscular 

activation (%MVC) during high tightening tasks. 
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Figure 13: Percent normalized time < 25%, 25-50%, 50-75%, and > 75% muscular 

activation (%MVC) during mid tightening tasks. 

 

 

 

Figure 14: Percent normalized time < 25%, 25-50%, 50-75%, and > 75% muscular 

activation (%MVC) during low tightening tasks. 
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Anterior Deltoid  

 There were significant differences in mean left anterior deltoid EMG between high 

and mid (difference = 84), high and low (difference = 36), and mid and low (difference = 

48) heights during the loosening task (𝑋2) = 49.3, 𝑝 < 0.05; between high and mid 

(difference = 56), and high and low (difference = 52) heights during the lowering task 

(𝑋2) = 27.11, 𝑝 < 0.05; and between the high and mid (difference = 83), high and low 

(difference = 37), and mid and low (difference = 46) heights during the tightening task 

(𝑋2) = 48.03, 𝑝 < 0.05 (Table 2, Figure 15). There were significant differences in mean 

right anterior deltoid EMG between high and mid (difference = 91), high and low 

(difference = 44) , and mid and low (difference = 47) heights during the loosening task 

(𝑋2) = 57.53, 𝑝 < 0.05; between the high and mid (difference = 56), and high and low 

(difference = 67) heights during the lowering task (𝑋2) = 35.86, 𝑝 < 0.05; and between 

the high and mid (difference = 83), high and low (difference = 37), and mid and low 

(difference = 46) heights during the tightening task (𝑋2) = 48.03, 𝑝 < 0.05 (Table 2, 

Figure 16). 

Table 2: Mean Anterior Deltoid Normalized EMG (% MVC). A = Significant difference 

between high and mid, B = significant difference between mid and low, C = significant 

difference between high and low. Significance was indicated by p < 0.05. 

 

Muscle Task High Mid Low

Left Anterior Loosen 6.11 (1.45-16.70) 
A

3.00 (0.597-11.92) 
B

4.85 (0.526-14.08) 
C

Deltoid Lower 8.97 (0.880-28.16)
 A

5.2 (0.748-54.51) 5.37 (0.970-30.75) 
C

Lift 15.67 (3.13-72.16) 14.29 (2.90-67.70) 17.53 (2.49-99.60)

Tighten 7.05 (1.83-17.90)
 A

3.32 (0.681-13.39) 
B

4.93 (1.07-27.17) 
C

Right Anterior Loosen 4.21 (1.38-13.32) 
A

2.15 (0.862-9.83) 
B

3.37 (0.772-14.51) 
C

Deltoid Lower 9.63 (2.20-26.51) 
A

5.34 (0.818-48.42) 4.7 (1.04-28.19)
 C

Lift 17 (4.54-53.09) 13.14 (1.58-91.18) 14.69 (1.53-69.10)

Tighten 5.83 (1.41-14.23) 
A

2.66 (0.971-11.59) 
B

3.55 (1.34-15.00)
 C
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            Figure 15: Mean Left Anterior Deltoid EMG (%MVC). 

 

 

            Figure 16: Mean Right Anterior Deltoid EMG (%MVC). 

There were significant differences in maximum left deltoid EMG between high and 

mid (difference = 34), and mid and low (difference = 44) heights (𝑋2) = 14.78, 𝑝 < 0.05; 
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between high and mid (59), and high and low (difference = 55) heights during the lowering 

task (𝑋2) = 30.19, 𝑃 < 0.05; and between high and low (difference = 32) heights during 

the lifting task (𝑋2) = 7.73, 𝑝 < 0.05 (Table 3, Figure 17). There were significant 

differences in maximum right deltoid EMG between high and mid (difference = 71), and 

mid and low (difference = 55) heights during the loosening task (𝑋2) = 38.53, 𝑝 <  0.05; 

between high and mid (difference = 60), and high and low (difference = 59.5) heights 

during the lowering task (𝑋2) = 47.85, 𝑝 < 0.05; and between high and mid (difference 

= 56), and mid and low (difference = 31) heights during the tightening task (𝑋2) =

21.86, 𝑝 <  0.05 (Table 3, Figure 18). 

Table 3: Maximum Deltoid Median Normalized EMG (% MVC). A = Significant 

difference between high and mid, B = significant difference between mid and low, C = 

significant difference between high and low. Significance was indicated by p < 0.05. 

 

 

Muscle Task High Mid Low

Left Anterior Loosen 17.35 (4.38-37.86) 
A

11.21 (2.24-53.89) 
B 16.36 (2.75-100)

Deltoid Lower 33.12 (4.47-70.36) 
A 19.23 (1.67-100) 19.71 (3.33-89.13) 

C

Lift 45.4 (15.47-100) 
A 44.76 (10.48-100) 66.25 (8.03-100)

Tighten 15.97 (4.50-50.12) 13.69 (2.71-54.02) 15.28 (4.19-91.20)

Right Anterior Loosen 15.73 (4.38-41.69) 
A

9.78 (1.95-36.57) 
B 13.3 (1.56-90.41)

Deltoid Lower 32.83 (12.05-100) 
A 19.67 (1.37-100) 17.05 (1.83-86.08) 

C

Lift 48.1 (9.84-100) 50.51 (4.08-100) 56.67 (6.58-100)

Tighten 15.23 (2.94-59.40) 
A

8.96 (2.31-50.53) 
B 11.83 (2.99-73.14)
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       Figure 17: Maximum Left Deltoid EMG (%MVC). 

 

       Figure 18: Maximum Right Deltoid EMG (%MVC). 

Biceps Brachii (Arm) 

There were significant differences in mean left bicep EMG between high and low 

(difference = 50) heights during the loosening task (𝑋2) = 14.08, 𝑝 < 0.05; between high 

and mid (difference = 30), and high and low (difference = 33) heights during the lifting 

task (𝑋2) = 9.25, < 0.05; and between the high and mid (31), and high and low 
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(difference = 56) heights during the tightening task (𝑋2) = 21.86, 𝑝 < 0.05 (Table 4, 

Figure 19). There were significant differences in mean right bicep EMG between high and 

low (difference = 50) and mid and low (difference = 31) heights during the loosening 

task (𝑋2) = 17.69, 𝑝 < 0.05; and between high and low (difference = 47) heights during 

the lowering task  (𝑋2) = 15.53, 𝑝 < 0.05 (Table 4, Figure 20). 

Table 4: Mean Biceps Normalized EMG (% MVC). A = Significant difference between 

high and mid, B = significant difference between mid and low, C = significant difference 

between high and low. Significance was indicated by p < 0.05. 

 

 

       Figure 19: Mean Left Biceps Brachii EMG (%MVC). 

Muscle Task High Mid Low

Left Bicep Loosen 3.42 (1.00-17.78) 4.84 (2.56-12.31) 5.63 (2.14-12.84) C

Lower 12.16 (4.14-35.18) 11.12 (3.68-91.99) 22.48 (3.03-34.66)

Lift 14.48 (2.24-43.94) 
A

17.16 (3.15-50.90) 17.95 (1.79-83.29) 
C

Tighten 3.27 (0.651-17.78) 
A

5.44 (2.04-13.90) 5.62 (1.73-15.52) 
C

Right Bicep Loosen 7.53 (2.43-29.05) 5.21 (2.79-31.76) 
B

4.7 (1.38-17.86) 
C

Lower 14.71 (4.69-50.83) 
A

11.04 (3.96-65.23) 9.98 (2.26-77.64)

Lift 15.8  (2.86-100) 17.35 (0.366-100) 18.64 (4.48-87.26)

Tighten 6.13 (2.09-26.17) 4.78 (2.41-31.06) 5.46 (1.85-18.55)
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      Figure 20: Mean Right Biceps Brachii EMG (%MVC). 

 

 There were significant differences in maximum left biceps EMG between high and 

low (difference = 34), and mid and low (difference = 35) heights during the lowering 

task (𝑋2) = 11.03, 𝑝 < 0.05 (Table 5, Figure 21). There was significant difference in 

maximum right biceps activation between high and low (difference = 32.5) working heights 

during the lifting task (𝑋2) =  8.37, 𝑝 < 0.05 (Table 5, Figure 22). 

Table 5: Maximum Biceps Normalized EMG (% MVC). A = Significant difference 

between high and mid, B = significant difference between mid and low, C = significant 

difference between high and low. Significance was indicated by p < 0.05. 

 

Muscle Task High Mid Low

Left Bicep Loosen 11.56 (3.34-64.43) 15.19 (5.10-74.21) 16.37 (3.59-52.97)

Lower 38.74 (16.65-100) 36.94 (14.95-100) 
B

45.63 (12.61-98.76) 
C

Lift 48.81 (8.75-100) 54.18 (13.99-100) 57.32 (7.67-100)

Tighten 10.3 (1.01-62.82) 12.65 (2.72-40.17) 13.96 (7.45-49.93)

Right Bicep Loosen 19.59 (5.25-68.87) 15.56 (7.52-71.40) 15.36 (4.37-95.36)

Lower 47.15 (11.36-100) 38.99 (11.56-100) 42.17 (5.87-100)

Lift 51.57 (11.98-100) 51.3 (5.26-100) 64.81 (9.17-100) 
C

Tighten 15.14 (4.35-55.04) 13.3 (4.61-69.20) 15.56 (4.37-56.20)
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      Figure 21: Maximum Left Bicep Brachii EMG (%MVC). 

 

 

      Figure 22: Maximum Right Biceps Brachii EMG (%MVC). 

Forearm Flexor 

There were significant differences in mean left forearm flexor EMG between mid 

and low (difference = 29) heights during the loosening task (𝑋2) = 7.53, 𝑝 < 0.05; 

between high and low (difference = 37), and mid and low (difference = 29) heights during 
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the lowering task (𝑋2) = 10.5, 𝑝 < 0.05; between high and mid (difference = 35) heights 

during the lifting task (𝑋2) = 9.53, 𝑝 < 0.05; and between high and mid (difference = 51), 

and high and low (difference = 75) heights during the tightening task (𝑋2) = 40.75, <

0.05 (Table 6, Figure 23). 

Table 6: Mean Forearm Flexor Normalized EMG (% MVC). A = Significant difference 

between high and mid, B = significant difference between mid and low, C = significant 

difference between high and low. Significance was indicated by p < 0.05.  

 

 

 

   Figure 23: Mean Left Forearm Flexor EMG (%MVC). 

Muscle Task High Mid Low

Left Forearm Loosen 6.01 (1.85-18.37) 7.15 (0.223-20.86) 
B

7.94 (1.37-17.57)

Flexor Lower 16.62 (1.39-47.51)
 A

15.58 (0.21-61.10) 
B

13.15 (0.901-56.38)

Lift 16.78 (1.23-57.49) 
A

21.24 (0.235-74.20) 19.26 (0.52-74.27)

Tighten 6.53 (1.47-18.37)
 A

7.88 (0.227-28.85) 9.62 (1.94-21.96) 
C

Right Forearm Loosen 6.46 (1.15-94.72) 7.9 (1.60-41.22) 8.59 (1.89-22.45)

Flexor Lower 19.15 (0.513-54.26) 15.71 (0.962-100) 14.21 (2.97-57.61)

Lift 15.13 (1.16-39.26) 18.41 (1.13-100) 19.37 (3.32-81.82)

Tighten 7.56 (1.68-30.88) 8.51 (1.61-35.81) 9.01 (1.79-40.82)
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Figure 24: Mean Right Forearm Flexor EMG (%MVC). 

 

There were significant differences in maximum left forearm flexor EMG between 

high and mid (difference = 29) working heights during the tightening task (𝑋2) =

8.36, 𝑝 < 0.05 (Table 7, Figure 25).  

Table 7: Maximum Forearm Flexor Normalized EMG (% MVC). A = Significant 

difference between high and mid, B = significant difference between mid and low, C = 

significant difference between high and low. Significance was indicated by p < 0.05. 

 

 

Muscle Task High Mid Low

Left Forearm Loosen 18.82 (6.48-88.57) 
A 19.8 (0.265-100) 20.47 (5.53-100) 

Flexor Lower 55.62(3.05-100) 53.4 (0.243-100) 49.55 (1.72-100)

Lift 61.91 (2.73-100) 67.38 (0.313-100) 60.71 (1.24-100)

Tighten 18.35 (4.31-61.41) 21.48 (0.422-100) 21.7 (6.57-100)

Right Forearm Loosen 18.59 (4.07-100) 22.1 (4.02-100) 23.84 (3.92-100)

Flexor Lower 52.81 (1.23-100) 51 (3.92-100) 49.83 (8.64-100)

Lift 57.23 (2.62-100) 68.29 (3.31-100) 57.48 (14.61-100)

Tighten 22.08 (7.19-100) 22.3 (3.69-100) 21.9 (4.74-100)
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       Figure 25: Maximum Left Forearm Flexor EMG (%MVC). 

 

 

       Figure 26: Maximum Right Forearm Flexor EMG (%MVC). 

Erector Spinae 

There were significant differences in mean erector spinae EMG between high and 

mid (difference = 56), and high and low (difference = 46) heights during the loosening 

task(𝑋2) = 24.78, < 0.05; between high and mid (difference = 40), and mid and low 
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(difference = 35) heights during the lifting task (𝑋2) = 13.19, 𝑝 < 0.05; and between high 

and mid, and high and low heights during the tightening task (𝑋2) = 49.36, 𝑝 < 0.05 

(Table 8, Figure 27). 

Table 8: Mean Erector Spinae Normalized Activation (% MVC). A = Significant difference 

between high and mid, B = significant difference between mid and low, C = significant 

difference between high and low. Significance was indicated by p < 0.05. 

 

 

       Figure 27: Mean Erector Spinae EMG (%MVC). 

 

 There were significant differences in maximum erector spinae EMG between high 

and low (difference = 34) heights during the loosening task (𝑋2) = 8.58, 𝑝 < 0.05; 

between high and low (difference = 55), and mid and low (difference = 41) heights during 

the lifting task (𝑋2) = 2.69, 𝑝 < 0.05; and between high and mid (difference = 61.5), and 

Task High Mid Low

Loosen 5.11 (1.30-29.41) A 9.6 (2.18-100) 11.45 (0.745-31.65) 
C

Lower 15.92 (3.01-25.97) 15.16 (2.27-100) 15.96 (0.754-29.43)

Lift 15.77 (3.42-31.45)
 A

18.49 (3.68-72.07) 
B

12.88 (0.814-64.34)

Tighten 4.36 (1.14-19.86) 
A

9.17 (2.48-65.90) 10.17 (0.754-30.37)
 C
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high and low (difference = 49.5) heights during the tightening task (𝑋2) = 29.62, 𝑝 <

0.05 (Table 9, Figure 28). 

Table 9: Maximum Erector Spinae Normalized EMG (% MVC). A = Significant difference 

between high and mid, B = significant difference between mid and low, C = significant 

difference between high and low. Significance was indicated by p < 0.05. 

 

 

       Figure 28: Maximum Erector Spinae EMG (%MVC). 

 

Motion Capture 

Shoulder Flexion and Extension Moment 

 There were significant differences in mean left shoulder flexion and extension 

moment between high and mid (difference = 39) heights during the loosening task (𝑋2) =

12.7, 𝑝 < 0.05; and between high and mid (difference = 50), and high and low (difference 

Task High Mid Low

Loosen 13.73 (2.87-100) 19.3 (3.74-100) 21.44 (0.841-100) 
C

Lower 33.36 (7.46-67.43) 31.76 (8.48-100) 36.71 (1.06-100)

Lift 50.32 (13.02-89.05) 50.31 (13.36-100) 
B

35.96 (1.24-100)
 C

Tighten 13.99 (2.29-45.36) 
A 17.13 (5.92-100) 18.47 (0.868-100) 

C
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= 28) heights during the lowering task (𝑋2) = 20.9, 𝑝 < 0.05 (Table 10, Figure 29). There 

were significant differences in mean right shoulder flexion and extension moment between 

high and low (difference = 46.43) heights during the tightening task (𝑋2) = 46.43, 𝑝 <

0.05 (Table 10, Figure 30).  

Table 10: Mean Shoulder Flexion and Extension Moment at each Working Height (Nm). 

A = Significant difference between high and mid, B = significant difference between mid 

and low, C = significant difference between high and low. Significance was indicated by p 

< 0.05. 

 

 

 

       Figure 29: Mean Left Shoulder Flexion Moment (Nm). 

Variable Task High Mid Low

Left Shoulder Loosen 5.46 (2.14-10.27) 
A

4.14 (0.752-10.45) 5.62 (1.715-9.24)

Flexion Moment Lower 31.57 (1.38-44.12) 
A

16.77 (0.216-37.95) 24.72 (0.642-58.67) 
C

Lift 31.57 (5.81-53.27) 33.2 (16.94-50.12) 38.2 (0.047-61.24)

Tighten 6.98 (1.69-10.69) 3.65 (1.51-13.27) 5.04 (2.15-9.91)

Right Shoulder Loosen 4.49 (0.135-7.96) 4.15 (0.968-9.74) 6.68 (2.29-10.07)

Flexion Moment Lower 24.2 (1.41-38.28) 17.85 (0.765-46.63) 21.4 (0.149-66.55)

Lift 33 (15.93-52.19) 26.31 (3.55-46.17) 31.71 (10.50-65.81)

Tighten 5.11 (0.847-8.45) 4.47 (2.12-11.05) 7.46 (3.87-11.78) 
C
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       Figure 30: Mean Right Shoulder Flexion Moment (Nm). 

 

 There were significant differences in maximum left shoulder flexion and extension 

moment between high and mid (difference = 40), and mid and low (difference = 50) heights 

during the loosening task (𝑋2) = 23.33, 𝑝 < 0.05; between high and mid (difference = 47) 

during the lowering task (𝑋2) = 18.43, 𝑝 < 0.05; between mid and low (difference = 30) 

heights during the lifting task (𝑋2) = 8.4, 𝑝 < 0.05; and between high and mid (difference 

= 66), high and low (difference = 33), and mid and low (difference = 33) heights during 

the tightening task (𝑋2) = 36.3, 𝑝 < 0.05 (Table 11, Figure 31).  
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       Figure 31: Maximum Left Shoulder Moment (Nm). 

 There were significant differences in maximum right shoulder flexion and 

extension moment between high and low (difference = 48), and mid and low (difference = 

72) heights during the loosening task (𝑋2) = 44.8, 𝑝 < 0.05; between high and mid 

(difference = 52), and high and low (difference = 47) heights during the lowering 

task (𝑋2) = 27.43, 𝑝 < 0.05; and between high and low (difference = 62), and mid and 

low (difference = 76) heights during the tightening task (𝑋2) = 54.53, 𝑝 < 0.05 (Table 

11, Figure 32). 
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       Figure 32: Maximum Right Shoulder Moment (Nm). 

Table 11: Maximum Shoulder Flexion and Extension Moment at each Working Height 

(Nm). A = Significant difference between high and mid, B = significant difference between 

mid and low, C = significant difference between high and low. Significance was indicated 

by p < 0.05. 

 

Trunk Twisting, Bending, and Flexion and Extension Moments 

 There were significant differences in mean trunk twisting moment between high 

and mid (difference = 30), high and low (difference = 66), and mid and low (difference = 

36) heights during the loosening task (𝑋2) = 36.4, 𝑝 < 0.05; between high and mid 

(difference = 32), and high and low (difference = 40) heights during the lowering 

Variable Task High Mid Low

Left Shoulder Loosen 10.19 (5.110-14.87) 
A

7.81 (3.44-17.98)
 B

10.73 (4.59-16.28)

Flexion Moment Lower 50.53 (24.35-73.56) 
A

41.33 (17.38-61.46) 50.32 (12.62-70.49)

Lift 48.78 (24.93-77.17) 51.71 (34.93-64.25) 
B

55.99 (21.96-79.06)

Tighten 10.67 (5.00-15.52) 
A

7.16 (4.14-15.29) 
B

8.91 (4.41-14.27) 
C

Right Shoulder Loosen 8.1 (4.72-18.72) 7.45 (4.04-13.51) 
B

10.6 (6.45-18.80) C

Flexion Moment Lower 54.86 (24.21-88.47) 
A

44.66 (6.71-68.23) 45.64 (10.05-79.76) 
C

Lift 53.54 (40.65-71.99) 51.49 (31.92-67.57) 57.92 (28.45-96.28)

Tighten 8.21 (5.42-14.73) 7.27 (4.78-14.06) 
B

11.63 (7.65-15.17)
 C
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task (𝑋2) = 14.93, 𝑝 < 0.05; between high and low (difference = 60), and mid and low 

(difference = 42) heights during the lifting task (𝑋2) = 31.6, 𝑝 < 0.05; and between high 

and low (difference = 56), and mid and low (difference = 61) heights during the tightening 

task (𝑋2) = 38.2, < 0.05 (Table 12, Figure 33). 

 

       Figure 33: Mean Trunk Twisting Moment (Nm). 

 There were significant differences in mean lateral bending moment between mid 

and low (difference = 40) heights during the loosening task (𝑋2) = 13.7, 𝑝 < 0.05; 

between mid and low (difference = 30) heights during the lifting task (𝑋2) = 8.4, 𝑝 <

0.05; and between high and mid (difference = 28), and mid and low (difference = 29) 

heights during the tightening task (𝑋2) =  9.03, 𝑝 < 0.05 (Table 12, Figure 34). 
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       Figure 34: Mean Trunk Lateral Bending Moment (Nm). 

 There were significant differences in mean extension and flexion moment between 

high and low (difference = 33) heights during the loosening task (𝑋2) = 9.1, 𝑝 < 0.05; 

between high and mid (difference = 54), and high and low (difference = 33) heights during 

the lowering task (𝑋2) = 24.7, 𝑝 < 0.05; and between high and mid (difference = 37), 

high and low (difference = 74), and mid and low (difference = 37) heights during the 

tightening task (𝑋2) = 45.63, 𝑝 < 0.05 (Table 12, Figure 35). 
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       Figure 35: Mean Trunk Flexion and Extension Moment (Nm). 

Table 12:  Mean Trunk Twisting, Bending, and Flexion and Extension Moments at each 

Working Height (Nm). A = Significant difference between high and mid, B = significant 

difference between mid and low, C = significant difference between high and low. 

Significance was indicated by p < 0.05. 

 

 There were significant differences in maximum trunk twisting moment between 

high and low (difference = 63), and mid and low (difference = 54) heights during the 

loosening task (𝑋2) = 38.7, 𝑝 < 0.05; between high and low (difference = 64), and mid 

Variable Task High Mid Low

Trunk Twisting Loosen 0.741 (0.010-4.09) 
A

1.41 (0.067-6.69) 
B

3.99 (0.28-26.66) 
C

Moment Lower 4.54 (0.038-30.60)
 A

6.19 (0.393-34.09) 8.24 (0.040-85.58) 
C

Lift 5.05 (0.157-31.69) 7.35 (0.313-42.19) 
B

19.2 (0.015-92.85) 
C

Tighten 1.41 (0.027-4.69) 0.68 (0.006-5.42)
 B

4.51 (0.102-26.64) 
C

Lateral Bending Loosen 11.83 (0.039-24.56) 5.53 (0.518-29.48)
 B

12.43 (0.341-42.67)

Moment Lower 14.3 (0.719-74.96) 14.96 (0.093-63.41) 20.3 (0.150-96.06)

Lift 20.47 (0.790-92.0) 20.86 (2.25-114.61) 
B

27.77 (0.006-116.35)

Tighten 14.49 (0.826-44.01) 
A

6.81 (0.009-26.62)
 B

11.42 (0.104-90.39)

Trunk Flexion Loosen 11.43 (0.504-76.70) 19.92 (0.149-83.83) 37.34 (1.16-115.58) 
C

Moment Lower 39.97 (0.064-197.78) 
A

79.28 (3.72-145.78) 43.2 (0.318-196.92) 
C

Lift 41.62 (9.56-105.54) 30.34 (2.53-89.95) 45.39 (0.368-158.34)

Tighten 15.67 (0.107-29.95) 
A

26.68 (1.67-65.74) 
B

43.2 (0.318-196.92) 
C
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and low (difference = 44) heights during the lifting task (𝑋2) = 35.73, 𝑝 < 0.05; and 

between high and mid (difference = 28), high and low (difference = 74), and mid and low 

(difference = 46) heights during the tightening task (𝑋2) = 46.53, 𝑝 < 0.05 (Table 13, 

Figure 36).  

 

         Figure 36: Maximum Trunk Twisting Moment (Nm). 

 There were significant differences maximum in lateral bending moment between 

high and low (difference = 34) heights during the tightening task (𝑋2) = 13.23, 𝑝 < 0.05 

(Table 13, Figure 37). 

 

           Figure 37: Maximum Trunk Lateral Bending Moment (Nm). 
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 There were significant differences in maximum trunk flexion and extension 

moment between high and low (difference = 57), and mid and low (difference = 54) heights 

during the lowering task (𝑋2) = 34.3, 𝑝 < 0.05; between high and low (difference = 43), 

and mid and low (difference = 32) heights during the lifting task (𝑋2) = 16.63, 𝑝 < 0.05; 

and between high and mid (difference = 34), high and low (difference = 95), and mid and 

low (difference = 61) heights during the tightening task (𝑋2) = 77.23, 𝑝 < 0.05 (Table 

13, Figure 38). 

 

 

       Figure 38: Maximum Trunk Flexion Moment (Nm). 
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Table 13: Maximum Trunk Twisting, Bending, and Flexion and Extension Moments at 

each Working Height (Nm). A = Significant difference between high and mid, B = 

significant difference between mid and low, C = significant difference between high and 

low. Significance was indicated by p < 0.05. 

 

Spine Compression 

 There was significant difference in mean spine compression between high and low 

(difference = 27), and mid and low (difference = 27) heights during the loosening 

task (𝑋2) = 8.1, 𝑝 < 0.05; between high and low (difference = 35) heights during the 

lowering task (𝑋2) = 10.83, 𝑝 < 0.05; between high and mid (difference = 33) heights 

during the lifting task (𝑋2) = 9.7, 𝑝 < 0.05; and between high and low, and mid and low 

heights during the tightening task (𝑋2) 32.5, 𝑝 < 0.05 (Table 14, Figure 39). 

 

 

 

 

Variable Task High Mid Low

Trunk Twisting Loosen 24.54 (2.51-15.02) 26.5 (1.50-28.20)
 B

21.64 (3.12-37.55) 
C

Moment Lower 25.56 (9.48-56.84) 32.8 (9.58-70.06) 47.16 4.15-127.19)

Lift 25.56 (7.99-70.06) 32.8 (9.18-82.98)
 B

47.16 (5.34-132.35) 
C

Tighten 5.29 (1.74-14.87) 
A

5.19 (2.21-22.43) 
B

10.11 (4.14-51.56) 
C

Lateral Bending Loosen 38.38 (2.88-93.01) 33.18 (1.39-78.05) 32.06 (3.33-78.41) 

Moment Lower 62.39 (12.91-166.33) 55.34 (24.84-182.18) 66.88 (9.02-138.86)

Lift 77.47 (20.55-237.73) 80.27 (18.38-210.53) 82.24 (12.86-186.24)

Tighten 30.56 (9.57-85.33) 26.52 (11.43-73.12) 36.06 (14.26-110.56) 
C

Trunk Flexion Loosen 41.35 (13.45-138.37) 50.31 (6.62-168.73) 57.37 (7.54-167.32)

Moment Lower 183.67 (71.39-278.12) 171 (82.44-272.68) 
B

109.84 (40.77-243.74)
 C

Lift 171.65 (91.89-257.30) 150.44 (77.87-252.18) 
B

115.38 (36.93-279.62) 
C

Tighten 34.44 (13.79-113.72) 
A

54.04 (14.88-132.88) 
B

109.84 (40.77-243.74) 
C
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Table 14: Mean Spine Compression at each Working Height (kN). A = Significant 

difference between high and mid, B = significant difference between mid and low, C = 

significant difference between high and low. Significance was indicated by p < 0.05. 

 

 

 

  Figure 39: Mean Spine Compression (N). 

There was significant difference in maximum spine compression between high and 

low (difference = 46), and mid and low (difference = 35) heights during the lowering 

task (𝑋2) = 19.23, 𝑝 < 0.05; and between high and low (difference = 58), and mid and 

low (difference = 32) heights during the tightening task (𝑋2) = 28.13, 𝑝 < 0.05 (Table 

15, Figure 40). 

 

Task High Mid Low

Loosen 1134.6 (1070.90-1880.63) 1126.88 (1073.87-1714.18) 
B

1267.07 (1063.70-2531.54) 
C

Lower 2306.03 (1248.72-5465.98) 2307.73 (1377.58-4671.16) 1642.47 (1187.08-6472.62) 
C

Lift 2235.92 (1317.09-3919.54) 
A

2019.72 (1278.02-4728.98) 2013 (1168.84-6819.44)

Tighten 1132.61 (1073.41-1224.22) 1145.2 (10170.01-1492.40) 
B

1272.91 (1069.99-2668.47) 
C
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Table 15: Maximum Spine Compression at each Working Height (Nm). A = Significant 

difference between high and mid, B = significant difference between mid and low, C = 

significant difference between high and low. Significance was indicated by p < 0.05. 

 

 

 

 Figure 40: Maximum Spine Compression (N). 

Cumulative Spine Loading 

 Cumulative spine loading was lowest at low height during the lowering task 

(6.24kNs), and at mid height during the lifting task (14.02kNs).  

Table 16: Cumulative Loading during Lowering and Lifting Tasks (kNs).  

 

Task High Mid Low

Loosen 1312.6 (1115.52-2826.14) 1417.37 (1096.87-3859.33) 1549.95 (1093.05-4288.07)

Lower 4715.77 (1705.14-9892.59) 4455.49 (1851.81-8968.09) 
B

2974.72 (1376.50-10035.39) 
C

Lift 4636.94 (1856.03-10288.68) 4837.24 (1584.73-8746.59) 4093.49 (1310.92-10067.14)

Tighten 1238.71 (1135.74-2540.19) 1375.38 (1117.88-2807.12)
 B

1601.06 (105.59-3895.57) 
C

Task High Mid Low

Lower 12.22 (1.50-30.26) 9.48 (1.50-12.63) 6.242 (1.02-25.27)

Lift 19.273 (91.91-123.0) 14.02 (5.68-60.55) 17.19 (57.97-66.85)
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     Table 17: Average Lifting Time at each Height (s). 

 

Key Findings 

• Working at mid height may reduce exposure to increased deltoid activation during 

loosening, lowering, and tightening tasks.  

• Anterior deltoid activation > 75% MVC during lifting tasks, > 50% MVC during 

lowering tasks (Figures 9-14). 

• Right biceps activation > 25 % when the 3.5kg impact wrench was used. 

• Erector spinae activation was > 50% during lifting tasks at high and mid heights. 

• Increasing origin height may reduce anterior deltoid and erector spinae activation 

during lifting and lowering tasks. 

• Mean trunk twisting moment was significantly lower at low height, excluding 

lifting tasks. 

• Maximum shoulder moment was significantly lower at mid or low height. 

• Maximum trunk flexion moment was significantly lower at low height during 

lowering and lifting tasks. 

• Cumulative loading was lowest during lowering and lifting task at mid height. 

 

  

Task High Mid Low

Lower 5.30 (2.11-13.12) 4.11 (0.649-55.02) 3.79 (0.619-15.34)

Lift 8.62 (4.07-55.01) 6.94 (2.81-29.98) 8.54 (2.88-33.21)
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Chapter 5: Discussion 

 This research evaluated muscular activity and biomechanical demand associated 

with changing 16” vehicle tires at three different heights. The working heights were high 

(shoulder height), mid (height of the iliac crest), and low (bottom of the tire just off the 

ground). Mechanics may complete tire changes at each of these heights depending on work 

environment. When working at high height mechanics typically use standing posture. 

However, when working at mid and low heights mechanics may adopt a kneeled or 

crouched posture. The use of different postures depending on work height, and the size and 

mass of vehicle tires, makes it difficult to select an optimal work height when completing 

tire changing tasks.  

Based on the large body of literature linking demanding occupational and overhead 

work to repetitive strain, and other musculoskeletal injuries, it could be argued that all tasks 

during tire changing leave workers highly susceptible to musculoskeletal injuries (Waddell 

and Burton, 2001; van Rijn et al. 2010; Roquelaure et al. 2009). Therefore, the research 

also served to identify if any of the tested heights reduced exposure to high biomechanical 

loading, and muscular activity, during tire changing tasks.  

Evaluating Biomechanical Demand 

 To evaluate biomechanical demand during tire changing, a set of quantitative 

guidelines were adopted from previous literature (Chaffin et al. 1991; Adams et al. 2002). 

These guidelines were used to identify tasks that may leave workers more susceptible to 

musculoskeletal injuries.  
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          Table 18: Biomechanical Exposure Guidelines. 

Variable  Exposure Limit 

Shoulder Flexion 1 45Nm 

Trunk Twisting 1 10 – 30Nm 

Lateral Bending 1 60Nm 

Trunk Flexion 1 50 – 80Nm 

Spine Compression 2 4000N 
          1Chaffin et al. (1991); 2Adams et al (2002). 

 There were limitations associated with these guidelines. Chaffin et al. (1991) 

reported that 95% of the male population could exert 45Nm antiflexion with the arm flexed 

to 90º. However, the effects of cumulative shoulder moments at or exceeding 45Nm are 

not known. van Rijn et al. (2010) reported that up to 70% of manual material laborers report 

symptoms of shoulder tendonitis. Therefore, it is likely that shoulder moments below 

45Nm lead to increased risk of shoulder injury. In addition, Adams et al. (2002) reported 

there is little research evaluating trunk twisting exposure limits. They reported limited 

damage to motion segments when a 60Nm moment was applied to three motion segments. 

Shoulder Loading and Upper Limb Muscle Activation  

 During the loosening task, mean left shoulder moment was significantly lower at 

mid compared to high height. During the lowering task, left shoulder moment was 

significantly lower at mid or low height. There was no significant difference in mean left 

shoulder moment between mid and low height during the lowering task. There were no 

significant differences in mean left shoulder moment during lifting and tightening tasks, or 

in mean right shoulder moment during loosening, lowering, and lifting tasks. During the 

tightening task, mean right shoulder moment was significantly lower at high compared to 
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low height. There were no significant differences in mean right shoulder moment between 

mid and high, or mid and low heights during the tightening task.  

During the loosening task, maximum left shoulder moment was lowest at mid 

height. During the lowering task maximum left shoulder moment was significantly lower 

at mid compared to high height. During the lifting task, maximum left shoulder moment 

was significantly lower at mid compared to low height. During the tightening task, 

maximum right shoulder moment was significantly lower at high or mid height compared 

to low height. However, there was no significant difference in maximum right shoulder 

moment between high and mid heights during the tightening task. 

Mean and maximum shoulder moments were relatively low during loosening and 

tightening tasks compared to the 45Nm maximum reported by Chaffin et al. (1991). 

However, during lowering tasks maximum left and right shoulder moments exceeded 

45Nm at high and low heights and were > 40Nm at mid height.  Maximum shoulder 

moments were highest during the lifting task. Maximum shoulder moments were > 45Nm 

at high and mid heights, and > 55Nm at low height.   

 Mean normalized anterior deltoid EMG (% MVC) was significantly lower at mid 

height during loosening and tightening tasks. During the loosening task, maximum 

normalized anterior deltoid EMG was significantly lower at mid height. During the 

lowering task maximum normalized left and right anterior deltoid EMG was significantly 

lower at mid or low heights. There were no significant differences in mean normalized 

anterior deltoid EMG during the lifting task between heights. During the lifting task 

maximum normalized left anterior deltoid EMG was significantly lower at high or mid 

heights. There were no differences in maximum normalized right anterior deltoid EMG 
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during the lifting task. There were no consistent differences in mean and maximum biceps 

and forearm flexor normalized EMG. However, mean and maximum biceps and forearm 

flexor normalized EMG were highest when lifting at low height. Time normalized 

distributions of EMG amplitude showed consistent activation > 75% MVC during lifting 

tasks, > 50% MVC during lowering tasks, and > 25 % in the right bicep during tasks when 

the 3.5kg impact wrench was used. 

 It is known that increase in EMG amplitude can be associated with muscle fatigue, 

and EMG signal amplitude typically increases until muscle failure (Enoka, 2002; Merletti 

and Parker, 2004; Masuda et al., 1999). This fatigue is described as change in EMG signal 

time frequency variables. Masuda et al., (1999) reported that during submaximal fatiguing 

contractions EMG power spectrum shifts to lower frequencies. This occurs during static 

and dynamic contractions. However, during static contractions lower median frequency is 

caused by decreased muscle fiber conduction velocity. During dynamic contractions 

increased blood flow inhibits reduction of intracellular pH and decreased Na+/K+ exchange 

across the cell membrane. Masuda et al., (1999) recorded data from the vastus lateralis of 

19 healthy male participants, and contractions were controlled to 50% MVC. Nussbaun, 

(2001) found similar decreases in median frequency when EMG was collected from the 

middle deltoid, descending trapezius, anterior deltoid, and infraspinatus. During this 

experiment 16 participants held a wand overhead and completed a tapping task over a three-

hour work period. All contractions were < 30% MVC. Significant decreases in median 

frequency were not seen between all trials, and the weight of the wand was negligible. 

Completing a similar task while holding an object with more mass may have elicited more 
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significant decreases in median frequency.  Masuda et al., (1999) and Nussbaun (2001) 

reported significant increase in RMS during dynamic submaximal contractions. 

 Although fatigue was not evaluated in this experiment, work heights with 

significantly lower normalized EMG amplitude may reduce localized muscle fatigue 

during tire changing tasks. Therefore, working at mid height may reduce onset of anterior 

deltoid fatigue as mean and maximum anterior deltoid activation were lower at this height. 

During submaximal contractions rate of fatigue may occur slower, or not at all, depending 

on the required activation and duration (Enoka, 2002). Tire changing tasks were completed 

in between five and 60 seconds during the experiment. This makes it unlikely that a 

mechanic would experience muscle failure from a prolonged contraction. However, by 

selecting the work height that reduces muscle activation, the effects of cumulative muscle 

contraction may be reduced. It is known that some significant differences in median 

frequency were found during repetitive contractions at 30 and 50% MVC, and increased 

odds of reported shoulder tendinitis during overhead work with muscle activation > 10% 

MVC (Masuda et al.,1999; Nussbaun, 2001, van Rijn, 2010). Therefore, proposing work 

heights that reduce muscle activation may be beneficial when most mean and maximum 

EMG findings were > 10% MVC, and mechanics strength training programs for prevention 

of repetitive use musculoskeletal injuries is unknown. 

 Biomechanical demand was greatest during lowering and lifting tasks, with the 

lifting task causing the greatest shoulder flexion moments and normalized anterior deltoid 

activation. Anterior deltoid activation was significantly lower at mid height during 

loosening and tightening tasks. However, completion of loosening and tightening tasks at 

mid height did not always correspond with a significantly lower shoulder flexion moment. 
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With no quantitative guidelines for evaluating shoulder exposure, evaluating the effects of 

shoulder loading must be completed from a different perspective. It is known that 

automotive mechanics are exposed to many of the risk factors associated with shoulder 

pain including shoulder abduction, flexion, heavy lifting, forceful exertions, repetitive 

movements, using vibrating hand tools, and cumulative exposure to any combination of 

these risk factors (Bernard, 1997; van der Windt et al. 2000; van Rijn et al. 2010).  

 Descatha et al. (2012) assessed the prevalence of mild and severe shoulder pain in 

a sample of participants from the French National Energy Utility over a 12-year period. 

Data was collected as part of a cohort study supporting the GAZEL cohort, which has been 

followed up since 1989. Descatha et al., (2012) reported that in 1995 (N = 1786) 8.5% (N 

= 151) of those who completed the survey reported moderate shoulder pain, and 14.6% (N 

= 261) reported severe shoulder pain. Twelve years later in 2006 (N = 1482) prevalence of 

severe shoulder pain was higher than at baseline. In 2006 17.3% (N = 257) 14.9% (N = 

221) reported moderate shoulder pain, and 17.3% (N = 257) reported severe shoulder pain. 

Arm elevation > 90º while carrying a load was significantly associated with severe shoulder 

pain with > 25 years of exposure [(𝑂𝑅𝑎𝑑𝑗) 4.2, (95% CI) 1.7 – 10.5]. Descatha et al., (2012) 

concluded that reducing exposure to shoulder loading and extending surveillance of 

workers who are exposed to frequent shoulder loading may reduce long term prevalence 

of severe shoulder pain. 

 Reducing shoulder loading during lifting and lowering tasks may have the greatest 

effect on reducing the risk of shoulder injury in mechanics who complete repetitive tire 

changes. Faber et al. (2009) had nine male masons lift blocks from floor to shoulder 

heights. They reported shoulder moment was lowest when working close to the floor, and 
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highest when working at shoulder height. However, shoulder moment during tire lifting at 

low height was never significantly lower than lifting to mid or high heights. In most cases 

there was no significant difference in shoulder loading between heights when lifting tires. 

It is believed that opposing results are due to differences in posture between the 

experiments. During block lifting participants were always standing and bent over the work 

area when setting blocks on the top layer of a palate of blocks. When tires were placed at 

low height just off the floor participants crouched, or kneeled, to accurately line up the tire 

with the hub. To complete this task each tire had to be extended in front of the body and 

placed on the hub. Depending on the participant’s posture, and the size and orientation of 

the object being lifted, there may not be a relationship between shoulder loading and height 

as reported in previous research (Faber et al. 2009; Holmstrom et al. 1992; Engholm and 

Holmstrom, 2005).  

Trunk Loading 

 During loosening and lowering tasks mean trunk twisting moment was lowest at 

high height. During lifting and tightening mean trunk twisting moment was lowest at high 

or mid heights. During the loosening task maximum trunk twisting moment was lowest at 

low height, with no significant difference in twisting moment between mid and high 

heights. There was no significant difference in maximum trunk twisting moment during 

the lowering task. During lifting maximum trunk twisting moment was lowest at high or 

mid heights, and during tightening maximum trunk twisting moment was significantly 

lower at high height.  

 Mean trunk twisting moment was > 10Nm when lifting at low height. However, 

maximum trunk twisting moment was > 20Nm for all tasks at all heights. Therefore, lifting 
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tires at low height should be avoided. Depending on frequency of exposure to maximum 

trunk twisting moments, there may be a high risk of injury for any combination of task and 

height. 

 Mean lateral bending moment was significantly higher at low height for all tasks. 

During loosening and lifting mean lateral bending moment was significantly lower at high 

or mid heights. There was no difference in mean lateral bending moment during the 

lowering task and mean lateral bending moment was significantly lower at mid height 

during the lifting task. There were no significant differences in maximum lateral bending 

moment during loosening, lowering, and lifting tasks. Maximum lateral bending moment 

was significantly higher at low compared to high heights. 

 Mean trunk lateral bending moment was < 30Nm for all combinations of task and 

height. Maximum trunk lateral bending moments were > 60Nm during the lowering task 

at high and low heights, and at all heights during the lifting task.  

 During the tightening task mean trunk flexion moment was significantly lower at 

mid height. During the loosening task mean trunk flexion moment was significantly lower 

at high compared to low height. During the lowering task mean trunk flexion moment was 

lowest at high or low heights. There were no significant differences in mean trunk flexion 

moment during the lifting task. During the tightening task mean trunk flexion moment was 

significantly lower at high height. There were no significant differences in maximum trunk 

flexion moment during the loosening task. Maximum trunk flexion moment was 

significantly lower at low height for lowering ang lifting tasks, and at high height during 

the tightening task.  
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 Mean trunk flexion moment was > 50Nm during lowering at mid height. Maximum 

trunk flexion moment during lowering and lifting at high heights was > 170Nm. This is 

more than double the maximum exposure limit of 50-80Nm reported by Adams et al. 

(2002). It should be noted that a spine flexion moment limit of 124Nm has been proposed 

for a young male population (Adams et al. 2002). Maximum trunk flexion moment was > 

80Nm for all tasks and height combinations excluding loosening and tightening at high 

height. Mechanics may be at much higher risk of injury if exposed to frequent maximal 

trunk flexion moments during lifting and lowering tasks.  

Spine Compression and Erector Spinae Activation 

 During loosening and tightening tasks mean spine compression was significantly 

lower at high or mid heights. During the lowering task mean spine compression was 

significantly lower at low compared to high heights. There were no significant differences 

in mean spine compression between low and mid, or high and mid heights. During the 

lifting task mean spine compression was significantly lower at mid compared to high 

heights. There were no significant differences in mean spine compression between high 

and low, or high and mid, heights during the lifting task. There were no significant 

differences in maximum spine compression during loosening and lifting tasks. During the 

lowering task maximum spine compression was significantly lower at low height, and 

during the tightening task maximum spine compression was significantly lower at high or 

mid heights.  

 Mean spine compression (N) did not exceed the 4,000N exposure limit for any 

combination of task and height. In addition, mean spine compression did not exceed the 

NIOSH spine compression limit of 3,400N for any combination of task and height. 
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However, maximum spine compression was > 4,000N during lifting and lowering tasks at 

high and mid heights. Therefore, mechanics may be at higher risk of injury when lifting 

and lowering tasks at the height of the iliac crest or shoulders.  

 During loosening and tightening task mean normalized erector spinae EMG (% 

MVC) was significantly lower at high height. There was no significant difference in mean 

normalized erector spinae EMG during the lowering task and mean normalized erector 

spinae activation was significantly lower at high or low heights during the lifting task. 

During the loosening task maximum normalized EMG was significantly lower at high 

compared to low height. During the lifting task maximum normalized EMG was 

significantly lower at low height, and during the tightening task maximum normalized 

EMG was significantly lower at high height.  Mean normalized erector spinae EMG was < 

20% MVC for all combinations of task and height. Maximum normalized erector spinae 

EMG was > 50% during lifting tasks at high and mid heights. Maximum spine compression 

was also highest during lifting tasks at high and mid heights.  

Cumulative Spine Loading 

 Much of the research on spine exposure limits focuses on structural failure of spinal 

tissues (Adams et al. 2002). However, Marras (2000) reported that up to 70% of patients 

experiencing chronic low back pain do not receive a specific diagnosis. Therefore, 

components of the low back and spine are viewed as a system that experiences decreased 

tolerance, and work capacity, as biomechanical forces cumulatively overload system 

components. This is called cumulative loading and is believed to be one of the major 

pathways of developing low back pain. Cumulative loading that exceeds tolerances of 

spinal tissues causes micro fractures to vertebrae endplates. The micro fractures lead to 
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decreased nutrient flow to tissues, and vertebral disks, as dense scar tissue develops over 

the micro fracture. Initially micro fractures are typically painless and undetected, however 

repetitive exposure can lead to weakness in spine disc structure, disc protrusions, and disc 

herniation (Marras, 2000). 

 Cumulative loading was lower during the lowering task compared to the lifting task. 

This was expected, as the time required to lower a tire was typically less than what is 

required to lift a tire and place it on the hub. Cumulative loading during lifting was lowest 

at mid height. Lifting tires at mid height most greatly reduced exposure to spine loading 

compared too high and low heights. Therefore, it is recommended that tires are lifted to 

mid work height. 
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Chapter 6: Summary 

 Working at mid height may reduce exposure to increased deltoid EMG and 

shoulder loading during loosening, lowering, and tightening tasks. Mean deltoid EMG was 

highest at high working height. However, differences were not always significant. Visser 

and Dieen (2006) reported multiple mechanisms of upper extremity muscle disorders, but 

none provide a complete explanation of upper extremity muscle disorder causation. Some 

of the reported mechanisms of upper extremity injury include selective and over recruiting 

of Type I muscle fibers, intracellular Ca2+ accumulation, myofascial force transmission, 

trigger points, and impaired heat shock response (Vizzer and Dieen, 2006). van Rijn et al., 

(2010) reported increased odds of shoulder impingement syndrome in workers who 

complete overhead work when muscle contraction is ≥ 10% MVC, and a higher prevalence 

of rotator cuff tendinitis in industrial workers (70%) compared to data entry workers (1%).  

Therefore, findings of this study indicate automobile mechanics are susceptible to shoulder 

impingement syndrome during all tire changing tasks.     

 Shoulder moments were lowest at mid height when lifting tasks were excluded. 

Previous research evaluating shoulder moment and lifting height found that shoulder 

moment increased as lifting height increased (Faber et al. 2009; Nielson et al. 1998). This 

may only be true when controlling for posture during lifting tasks. Mechanics should be 

mindful that shoulder loading and anterior deltoid EMG is similar between low and high 

working heights. The shoulder flexion required in kneeling or crouched posture to line the 

tire up with the hub likely causes shoulder moments and EMG amplitudes like those 

experienced at high working height.  
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  Mechanical loading and normalized EMG (% MVC), were highest during lowering 

and lifting tasks at all heights. Maximum trunk flexion moment most greatly exceeded 

recommended exposure limits (50-80Nm). Reduction in injury rates associated with tire 

changing may be achieved by reducing time exposed to high biomechanical loading and 

muscular demand, and increased worker experience and training. Lavender et al., (2003) 

had 10 male participants lift boxes, ranging in mass from 2 to 31kg, from three different 

origin heights (floor, knee, and knuckle) to the height of the elbows when standing. They 

reported that peak trunk flexion moment was greatest when lifting from floor and knee 

heights, and when lifting at maximum compared to regular velocity. However, maximum 

lift velocity did not cause significantly higher trunk flexion moment when lifting 31kg 

boxes, and lift time was only a factor when lifting 2kg boxes from knee and floor heights. 

Lavender et al., (2003) concluded that origin location was the largest factor causing 

increased trunk flexion moment during the lifting task.  

 Controlling lifting velocity during a tire changing task may be impractical, and 

typical vehicle tires have a mass ≥ 22kg (based on a 16” tire). This mass may reduce the 

effect of lift velocity on trunk bending moment. However, tires are usually set on the 

ground while tasks are being completed. Therefore, a platform with wheels that brings the 

height of the tire above the knees when off the vehicle may reduce exposure to high trunk 

flexion moments. This platform could be moved around the vehicle as tires are being 

removed.  

 As mentioned in the literature review, Marras et al., (2006) had 12 experienced and 

12 inexperienced manual material handlers’ complete asymmetrical lifts over an eight-hour 

exposure period. They reported that lift frequency and exposure duration did not have the 
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greatest effect on spine loading. The largest spine loads occurred at lift frequencies and 

weights that workers weren’t used to. Experienced lifters had increased spine loading when 

forced to work at a slower lifting rate, and inexperienced lifters had increased spine loading 

when forced to work at a faster lifting rate. Experienced lifters had increased spine loading 

with greater moment load and lifting rate. Spine loading for inexperienced lifters was 

unpredictable. The lowest load moment sometimes caused greater than expected spine 

loads for unexperienced lifters. Results suggested motor programs were selected based on 

perception of the task and past experiences. Therefore, mechanics may be able to reduce 

spine loading by working at the same rate and height when completing tire changes, and 

by receiving proper training when beginning work in the industry. It should be noted that 

non-of the participants in the experiment were experienced tire changers. This may have 

influenced results, as inexperienced may not have developed motor patterns or lifting 

techniques for the specific task.  

Study Limitations 

 Study limitations included a small sample size, the sample population recruited, 

and challenges with the model used to moments and forces. The largest factor influencing 

the sample size was researcher error, and the extended time period taken to process data 

from early participants. During the first two collections motion capture markers were 

placed incorrectly, and the data couldn’t be analyzed. In an additional two collections one 

of the motion capture markers periodically displayed high frequency noise for the duration 

of the trials. This data was also removed from the analysis. Participants who participated 

in the study had no experience completing tire changes, and sometimes need multiple 

attempts to place tires on the wheel hub. 
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EMG and motion data acquisition were not synchronized and was controlled by the 

researcher. This may have caused increased variance in data, as the acquisition software 

assumed they’re was a load in the hands for the duration of the trial. If data acquisition was 

stopped or started at the wrong time mean and maximum values may have increased or 

decreased depending on participant posture, and ability of the researcher to stop data 

acquisition at the exact moment each trial ended.  

 EMG normalization methods have been debated in the literature especially when 

normalizing for dynamic contractions. Ball and Scurr, (2013) reported that when 

normalizing for dynamic contractions a dynamic action similar to the task should be used 

for normalization. However, posture was not controlled in this experiment. This made it 

difficult to select a task that was similar to the experimental tasks, as participants were able 

to use any posture to complete the tasks. The most common EMG normalization methods 

include normalizing to a maximum isometric contraction, to a peak dynamic contraction, 

to a mean dynamic contraction, and to a nonisometric maximal effort. There were seven 

normalized EMG values > 100% MVC, therefore normalization methods used in the 

experiment were likely effective. Since there is no definitive best practice for EMG 

normalization for dynamic contractions the most common method used in ergonomic 

studies was selected.  

 Participants were selected based on convenience and were students from the 

University of New Brunswick. It became evident that the time required for them to remove, 

lift, and install tires was much longer than the time required for mechanics to complete the 

same tasks. In some cases, participants needed multiple attempts to line wheels up with the 

hub during the lifting task. This increased the time for each trial, and therefore increased 
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cumulative loading values. Also, mechanics who were observed typically did not have to 

directly look at the wheel hub when placing the tire on the hub. At mid and low heights 

participants sometimes crouched to view the wheel hub as they were not accustomed to 

matching the bolt pattern on the wheel with the hub. This may have increased trunk flexion 

moment.    

 Increased communication with industry partners may have allowed mechanics to 

participate in the study. However, mechanics were hesitant to complete a three-hour 

protocol outside of working hours. Compensation would most likely have to be provided 

to increase chances of recruiting mechanics.  
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Chapter 7: Conclusion 

 Working at mid height reduced deltoid EMG and shoulder flexion moment during 

all tasks excluding lifting. However, not all comparisons were significant. Shoulder 

moment, trunk moments, spine compression, and EMG amplitude of the forearm flexor, 

biceps brachii, anterior deltoid, and erector spinae were greatest during lowering and lifting 

tasks. Non-parametric statistical analysis using Friedman’s ANOVA for each task between 

heights did not definitively identify a favorable tire changing height during lowering and 

lifting tasks. However, exposure to cumulative spine loading was lowest at mid height 

during the lifting task. Increasing the origin height during tire changing to at or above the 

iliac crest may reduce exposure to high biomechanical demand, and therefore reduce the 

risk of sustaining a musculoskeletal injury. It could be recommended that tire changing 

tasks be completed around the height of the iliac crest to reduce biomechanical loading of 

the shoulders, and cumulative loading of the spine. Increasing lifting origin height could 

be investigated to determine if there is reduction in biomechanical loading during tire 

lowering and lifting tasks.  

 The study was the first to quantify biomechanical demands on automobile 

technicians during tire changing. Findings identified high EMG amplitude and joint 

moments, especially when tires are lifted from the floor, during tire changing tasks. In 

addition, the biceps brachii was activated at 25-50% MVC for up to 50% of the time during 

loosening and tightening tasks.  
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Appendix A 

 

            Figure 41: Mock Tire Changing Station. 
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        Figure 42: Hub Assembly and Locking Mechanism. 
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       Figure 43: Complete Tire Changing Station Assembly. 
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Appendix B 

Liberty™ Motion Capture Marker Locations. All markers were placed on the center of 

mass of the segment. 

1. Left hand 

2. Left forearm 

3. Left upper arm 

4. Right hand 

5. Right forearm 

6. Right upper arm 

7. C7/T1 

8. T8 

9. Sacrum 

10. Right acromion 

11. – Spare – 

12. Digitizing probe 
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Appendix C 
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Appendix D - Sample of Raw EMG Data from P13 Trial 27 

 

LAD RAD LBB RBB LFF RFF LES RES

0.088 0.026 0.735 -0.212 0.035 -0.153 0.044 -0.002

0.172 -0.001 0.105 -0.555 0.208 0.195 0.062 -0.023

0.12 -0.012 -0.207 -0.373 0.422 0.275 0.046 -0.029

0.081 -0.021 -0.269 -0.085 0.538 0.2 0.081 -0.032

0.039 -0.105 -0.366 0.246 0.405 0.32 0.064 -0.021

-0.005 -0.265 -0.358 0.363 0.288 0.062 -0.013 0.062

0.03 -0.327 -0.08 0.332 -0.149 0.095 -0.098 0.057

0.033 -0.223 0.119 0.309 -0.617 0.192 -0.079 -0.005

0.071 -0.07 0.184 0.181 -0.224 0.178 -0.056 -0.028

0.05 0.037 0.061 0.119 -0.052 0.014 -0.047 -0.027

0.024 0.146 -0.133 0.01 -0.143 0.072 -0.05 0.007

-0.046 0.311 -0.3 -0.264 0.043 -0.02 -0.035 0.047

-0.08 0.535 -0.279 -0.367 -0.058 0.031 0.003 0.043

-0.045 0.601 -0.243 -0.24 -0.099 0.002 0.012 0.035

-0.035 0.462 -0.225 -0.1 -0.001 0.063 0.009 0.036

-0.02 0.207 -0.248 -1.178 -0.022 0.043 0.011 0.028

-0.005 -0.052 -0.415 -0.528 0.046 0.079 0.021 0.005

0.012 -0.193 -0.376 0.072 0.122 0.165 -0.004 -0.008

0.003 -0.184 -0.077 0.395 0.143 0.075 -0.037 -0.008

-0.015 -0.15 0.128 0.789 0.478 -0.046 -0.007 0.002

-0.004 -0.147 0.316 0.833 0.435 -0.217 -0.003 0.018

0.005 -0.145 0.295 0.695 0.359 -0.31 0.015 -0.006

-0.008 -0.124 0.275 0.173 -0.008 0.459 0.03 -0.021

0.002 -0.098 0.253 0.032 -0.89 0.328 0.026 0.006

0.035 -0.084 0.239 0.027 -0.567 0.106 0.005 0.012

0.049 -0.074 -0.014 -0.119 0.055 -0.002 0.005 0.001

0.052 -0.07 -0.299 -0.148 0.308 -1.116 0.028 -0.008

-0.016 -0.066 -0.334 -0.412 -0.049 -0.677 0.009 -0.01

-0.002 -0.047 -0.265 -0.233 -0.153 0.021 0.002 -0.018

0.066 -0.038 -0.128 0.053 0.062 -0.089 -0.023 -0.009

0.021 -0.035 -0.03 0.097 0.567 -0.031 -0.009 -0.009

0.007 -0.046 0.131 -0.196 0.428 0.078 0.003 -0.008

0.028 -0.042 0.386 -0.172 -0.066 0.15 0.004 -0.014

-0.002 -0.021 0.491 0.046 -0.864 0.069 0.01 -0.027

-0.014 -0.011 0.522 0.079 -0.921 0.298 -0.003 -0.021

-0.03 -0.04 0.452 0.093 -0.005 0.126 0.007 -0.007

-0.116 -0.115 0.136 0.096 0.355 -0.002 0.011 0.011

-0.14 -0.037 -0.17 -0.01 0.169 0.414 0.019 -0.001

-0.026 0.052 -0.167 0.053 -0.121 -0.302 0.027 -0.016

0.031 0.144 -0.129 0.112 -0.287 -0.349 0.032 -0.022

0.035 0.214 -0.139 -0.005 -0.047 0.015 0.029 0.002

0.031 0.223 -0.151 -0.159 0.153 0.331 0.036 0.045

0.064 0.158 -0.089 -0.275 0.562 0.4 0.027 0.037

0.041 0.106 -0.007 -0.184 0.199 0.314 -0.026 0.021

0.038 0.044 0.037 -0.397 -0.131 -0.367 -0.083 0.009

0.02 -0.044 -0.078 -0.163 -0.428 -0.349 -0.078 0.017

0.007 -0.093 -0.174 0.076 -0.569 -0.026 -0.061 0.02
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Appendix E – Sample of Raw Motion Capture Data for P13 Trial 27 

 

 

 

 

 

Sensor Time (sensor 1)

1 21.752 -10.898 9.837 0.077 0.917 0.39 -0.376 -0.336 0.864 0.923 -0.213 0.319 0.002

1 21.765 -10.907 9.825 0.078 0.917 0.39 -0.377 -0.336 0.863 0.923 -0.214 0.319 0.006

1 21.78 -10.914 9.816 0.078 0.917 0.39 -0.377 -0.335 0.863 0.923 -0.215 0.32 0.01

1 21.808 -10.924 9.802 0.079 0.917 0.391 -0.377 -0.335 0.863 0.923 -0.216 0.32 0.014

1 21.808 -10.924 9.802 0.079 0.917 0.391 -0.377 -0.335 0.863 0.923 -0.216 0.32 0.02

1 21.808 -10.924 9.802 0.079 0.917 0.391 -0.377 -0.335 0.863 0.923 -0.216 0.32 0.022

1 21.851 -10.929 9.792 0.08 0.917 0.391 -0.378 -0.335 0.863 0.923 -0.217 0.319 0.026

1 21.851 -10.929 9.792 0.08 0.917 0.391 -0.378 -0.335 0.863 0.923 -0.217 0.319 0.033

1 21.851 -10.929 9.792 0.08 0.917 0.391 -0.378 -0.335 0.863 0.923 -0.217 0.319 0.034

1 21.893 -10.92 9.795 0.081 0.917 0.391 -0.377 -0.335 0.863 0.923 -0.217 0.319 0.038

1 21.893 -10.92 9.795 0.081 0.917 0.391 -0.377 -0.335 0.863 0.923 -0.217 0.319 0.046

1 21.937 -10.9 9.809 0.081 0.917 0.391 -0.376 -0.335 0.864 0.923 -0.217 0.318 0.05

1 21.937 -10.9 9.809 0.081 0.917 0.391 -0.376 -0.335 0.864 0.923 -0.217 0.318 0.058

1 21.984 -10.868 9.835 0.081 0.917 0.39 -0.375 -0.334 0.865 0.923 -0.216 0.317 0.062

1 21.984 -10.868 9.835 0.081 0.917 0.39 -0.375 -0.334 0.865 0.923 -0.216 0.317 0.069

1 21.984 -10.868 9.835 0.081 0.917 0.39 -0.375 -0.334 0.865 0.923 -0.216 0.317 0.07

1 22.032 -10.828 9.871 0.08 0.918 0.388 -0.373 -0.333 0.866 0.924 -0.214 0.316 0.081

1 22.032 -10.828 9.871 0.08 0.918 0.388 -0.373 -0.333 0.866 0.924 -0.214 0.316 0.082

1 22.049 -10.812 9.885 0.08 0.918 0.388 -0.373 -0.333 0.866 0.924 -0.214 0.316 0.086

1 22.066 -10.795 9.9 0.08 0.918 0.387 -0.372 -0.333 0.866 0.925 -0.213 0.316 0.09

1 22.102 -10.758 9.933 0.079 0.919 0.387 -0.371 -0.333 0.867 0.925 -0.212 0.315 0.101

1 22.12 -10.738 9.951 0.079 0.919 0.387 -0.371 -0.333 0.867 0.925 -0.212 0.314 0.102

1 22.139 -10.717 9.97 0.079 0.919 0.387 -0.37 -0.333 0.867 0.926 -0.212 0.314 0.106

1 22.159 -10.696 9.99 0.079 0.919 0.387 -0.369 -0.333 0.867 0.926 -0.211 0.313 0.11

1 22.2 -10.649 10.031 0.079 0.919 0.387 -0.368 -0.333 0.868 0.926 -0.211 0.312 0.121

1 22.2 -10.649 10.031 0.079 0.919 0.387 -0.368 -0.333 0.868 0.926 -0.211 0.312 0.122

1 22.222 -10.624 10.052 0.079 0.919 0.387 -0.367 -0.334 0.868 0.927 -0.211 0.311 0.126

1 22.245 -10.599 10.073 0.079 0.919 0.387 -0.366 -0.334 0.869 0.927 -0.21 0.31 0.13

1 22.321 -10.519 10.139 0.08 0.919 0.386 -0.364 -0.334 0.87 0.928 -0.21 0.308 0.14

1 22.321 -10.519 10.139 0.08 0.919 0.386 -0.364 -0.334 0.87 0.928 -0.21 0.308 0.142

1 22.348 -10.492 10.161 0.08 0.919 0.386 -0.363 -0.334 0.87 0.928 -0.21 0.307 0.146

1 22.376 -10.464 10.183 0.08 0.919 0.386 -0.362 -0.334 0.87 0.929 -0.209 0.306 0.15

1 22.468 -10.379 10.247 0.082 0.92 0.384 -0.359 -0.332 0.872 0.93 -0.209 0.303 0.16

1 22.468 -10.379 10.247 0.082 0.92 0.384 -0.359 -0.332 0.872 0.93 -0.209 0.303 0.162

1 22.501 -10.351 10.268 0.082 0.92 0.383 -0.358 -0.332 0.873 0.93 -0.209 0.302 0.166

1 22.535 -10.323 10.288 0.082 0.92 0.383 -0.357 -0.331 0.873 0.93 -0.209 0.301 0.17

1 22.605 -10.267 10.327 0.084 0.921 0.381 -0.355 -0.329 0.875 0.931 -0.208 0.3 0.18

1 22.641 -10.239 10.346 0.084 0.921 0.38 -0.354 -0.329 0.875 0.931 -0.208 0.299 0.182

1 22.677 -10.212 10.364 0.085 0.922 0.379 -0.354 -0.328 0.876 0.932 -0.208 0.298 0.186

1 22.713 -10.185 10.382 0.085 0.922 0.378 -0.353 -0.327 0.877 0.932 -0.208 0.297 0.19

1 22.786 -10.131 10.415 0.087 0.922 0.376 -0.351 -0.325 0.878 0.932 -0.208 0.296 0.199

1 22.823 -10.106 10.431 0.088 0.923 0.376 -0.35 -0.324 0.879 0.933 -0.209 0.295 0.202

1 22.858 -10.08 10.447 0.088 0.923 0.375 -0.349 -0.324 0.879 0.933 -0.209 0.294 0.206

1 22.963 -10.007 10.492 0.091 0.923 0.374 -0.347 -0.322 0.881 0.933 -0.21 0.291 0.219

X,Y,Z Sensor Positions Sensor Orientation as 3x3 Cosine Matrix
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Appendix F – Illustration of Hand Sensor Interference Near Steel Frame  

 

Figure 44: Illustration of hand sensor interference near steel frame. 

Table 19: Moment and spine compression data for trial with hand sensor interference. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Value Left shoulder flex/ext moment Right shoulder flex/ext moment Trunk twist(R/L) moment Trunk lateral bend (R/L)moment Trunk ext/flex moment Spine compression

Mean 44.34 ± 12.13 37.19 ± 5.89 11.42 ± 13.64 25.52 ± 13.58 136.94 ± 34.23 2936.27 ± 773.53

Max 57.72 58.94 57.34 67.41 185.32 5882.08

25%ile 39.41 33.82 2.40 15.66 111.27 2380.08

50%ile 48.59 36.55 6.43 20.84 146.32 2897.63

90%ile 56.41 43.12 32.01 46.60 173.03 3381.41
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